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nickel plateD steel
low tenSion     warM clear tone     SMooth tactile feel 
long laSting     Quick Break in tiMe

electric guitar strings
a unique combination of crisp highs, aggressive mids, and a focused 
low end gives Dunlop electric guitar Strings a voice all their own. 
the Dunlop recipe for string-to-string balance and responsiveness 
produces string sets that are perfect for dynamic lead work, while 
notes in a chord ring out clearly whether clean or heavily distorted. 

this powerful voice is delivered in a low tension string with a smooth 
tactile feel that breaks in fast and lasts a long time.  available in all 
popular gauges including light top/heavy bottom 9’s and 10’s.
ships in 12 unit Display Box

dunlop strings
try a Set of Dunlop StringS.we know you’re going to love theM. finD out firSt hanD how our cuStoM core-to-wrap forMulaS 
proDuce StringS that have a feel, tenSion anD tone that are all their own.  proDuceD excluSively at our factory in Benicia, 
california.

Electric Guitar Strings
“Dunlop Strings are completely versatile - brilliant & 
clear, chunky & searing. They endure night after night of 
endless touring, making them perfect for me.” 
-Jim Root Slipknot/Stone Sour

proDuct coDe  no.   set Description   gauge range

Den1006  8 extra light 8 11 16 24 30 38

Den1066 9 light 9 11 16 24 32 42

Den1086  9 light/heavy 9 11 16 26 36 46 

Den2016  10 MeDiuM 10 13 17 26 36 46 

Den2056  10 light/heavy 10 13 17 30 42 52 

Den3006  11 MeDiuM heavy 11 14 18 28 38 50 

Den3516  12 heavy 12 16 24 32 42 54 

Den3756  13 extra heavy 13 17 26 36 46 56 
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Bass guitar strings
Bass players demand consistency, durability and versatility from their 
strings. Dunlop delivers. Dunlop Bass Strings offer traditionalists, 
slappers, and pick-wielding rockers cutting midrange, wide bottom 
end and a growl that will cut through any band. 

carefully selected core-to-wrap ratios yield low tension strings 
with an extremely long life, and minimal break-in time. each set 
is exceptionally well balanced string-to-string, and provides an 
amazing amount of dynamic range. Dunlop Bass Strings are available 
in warm and rich sounding nickel-plated steel and punchy and bright 
stainless steel in all popular and custom gauges.
ships in 6 unit Display Box

nickel plateD steel
warM clear tone     SMooth tactile feel     low tenSion     long laSting

stainless steel
cutS through with Bright tone     punchy low MiDS     long laSting 

proDuct coDe  no.   set Description   gauge range
nickel  stainless

DBn1064 DBs1064  40-100  light 40  60 80 100

DBn1065 DBs1065  40-120  light 5 40  60 80 100 120

DBn1504 DBs1504   45-100  MeD light 45  65 80  100

DBn2014 DBs2014   45-105  MeDiuM  45  65 85 105

DBn2015 DBs2015  45-125  MeDiuM 5-125 45  65 85  105 125

DBn2025 DBs2025   45-130   MeDiuM 5-130  45  65  85  105 130

DBn3514 DBs3514   50-110  heavy 50  70 90 110

DBn2006 DBs2006 30-130 MeDiuM 30 45 65 85 105 130 

Bass Guitar Strings
“Dunlop Strings have a pristine hi-fi sound with nice warm 
bottom and a crystal clear top.”
-Nathan East Herbie Hancock/Eric Clapton/Stevie Wonder
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phosphor Bronze
warM & rich tone     low tenSion     Quick Break-in tiMe     well BalanceD  long life 

Brass
Bright & DuraBle     Quick Break-in tiMe     well BalanceD String-to-String

acoustic guitar strings
every set of Dunlop acoustic guitar Strings delivers brilliant and rich 
tone for a dynamic and expressive acoustic experience. the finest 
wire combined with precise construction produce versatile strings 
durable enough to withstand hard strumming—and responsive 
enough for delicate fingerpicking. chords ring out with great clarity, 
bass notes growl, and harmonics pop and sing. 

our formula creates strings that are exceptionally long-lived, they 
break-in fast and stay bright so you can spend more time playing and 
less time changing your strings. available in two varieties—warm 
and full bodied phosphor bronze and bright and durable brass in all 
popular gauges. 
ships in 12 unit Display Box

proDuct coDe  no.   set Description   gauge range
phosphor  Brass

Dap1006 DaB1006  10 extra light 10 14 22 30 40 48 

Dap1506 DaB1506  11 MeDiuM light 11 15 22 32 42 52 

Dap1066 DaB1066  12 light 12 16 24 32 42 54 

Dap2016 DaB2016 13 MeDiuM  13 17 26 36 46 56   

Dap10012   10  light 12-string* 10 14  8 12 18 27 

    10 14 23 30 39 47 

Dap20112  12 MeDiuM 12-string* 12 16 10 13 18 30 

    12 16 26 34 45 52

Acoustic Guitar Strings
“the only strings I trust to withstand the stress of my 
extreme playing style - on-the-fly detuning, retuning, and 
string bending. No matter what I throw at them, Dunlop 
Strings stay in tune and last a long time.”
- Peppino D’Agostino

*only availaBle in phoSphor Bronze

*only availaBle in phoSphor Bronze
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banjo 
strings
the Dunlop Banjo Set is constructed of high-grade nickel-plated 
steel or phosphor bronze for strings that sound crisp and punchy 
and are extremely durable. our strings project loud and clear and 
have a smooth tactile feel. 

ClassiCal 
strings
Dunlop classical Strings are designed to achieve 
tonal balance, smooth tactile feel, and the wide 
dynamic range required by classical guitarists. 
the bass strings feature a high grade silver-
plated copper wrap surrounding a nylon core for 
increased fundamental, playability and focused 
low end. our treble strings are made of Dupont 
tynex® for consistency, ease of tuning, and a 
warm but singing tone.

mandolin 
strings
the Dunlop Mandolin Set delivers brilliant and rich tone for a 
dynamic and expressive acoustic experience. our premium grade 
wire combined with precise construction produce strings that are 
warm-sounding, but still provide detail and clarity in the upper mids 
for chunky rhythm sounds and clear lead lines. 

rEsonator 
strings
Dunlop resonator guitar Strings are constructed of the finest 
phosphor bronze wire available in the perfect core-to-wrap ratio 
formula for a well-balanced set. this clear sounding set features 
bass strings that growl and treble strings that sing to perfectly 
display the dynamics of your playing style. an extra .018 string is 
included for “newgrass” players who need a more dynamic and 
durable string. 

Dcv1006pBn  preMiere Be 28 32 40 29w 35w 43w

Dcv1016pBn  preMiere se 28 32 40 29w 35w 43w

Dcv1756csn  concert se 28 32 40 29w 35w 43w

Dcv2006csh  concert se 29 32 41 30w 36w 44w

Dln1015  9 light - nps  9 10 13 20  9

Dln1115  10 MeD - nps 10 12 16 23 10

Dlp1015  9 light - pB  9 10 13 20  9

Dlp1518  10 light - pB 10 14 24 34

Dlp1618  11 MeD - pB 11 15 26 40

Dln1618  11 MeD - nps 11 15 26 40 Dlp3207  16 phosphor 16 18 18 28 36 46 56

™

™
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zakk wylDe icon series signature strings
Developed  to withstand the punishment of the reigning king of metal 
guitar—Dunlop and zakk wylde  worked together to deliver the zakk 
wylde icon Series Strings. extensive engineering and critical road 
testing by zakk himself perfected a string formula to work under the 
heaviest hands in rock. zakk wylde Signature Strings were designed 
around Dunlop heavy core technology with a bulked-up core wire 
for less breakage, long-life, and better definition and pitch retention 
at lowered tunings. 

roBert trujillo icon series signature strings
robert trujillo’s powerful attack and monstrous tone have earned 
him the most coveted bass chairs in rock. the robert trujillo icon 
Series Bass Strings were developed with robert to give him the 
power and tonal flexibility to hold up under the demands of his 
rigorous playing schedule. these strings offer a clear articulate top 
end, solid midrange punch to cut through a wall of guitars, and more 
than enough focused bottom to knock you on your ass! available in 
4-string and the 5-string uno Mas set. 

kerry king icon series signature strings
kerry king—the undisputed godfather of thrash metal—is one of 
the most influential guitarists of our generation. when kfk needed a 
more durable string that could withstand the punishment, he looked 
no further than his friends at Dunlop Strings to deliver the goods.  
now armed with the kerry king icon Series set, kfk’s sound stays 
crunchy and defined—even at Slayer’s high-speed tempos. the 
kerry king icon Series set comes in high grade nickel-plated steel in 
gauges .010-.046 with an added .052 for drop tunings.   

proDuct coDe  no.  set Description gauge range

Dht2036  10 MeD - electric nps   10 13 17 26 36 46 

Dht2066  10 heavy - electric nps  10 13 17 36 52 60

Dht1076  12 light - acoustic pB   12 16 24 32 42 54

proDuct coDe  no.  set Description gauge range

rtt2004  45-102 MeD - tapereD ss 45 63t 80t 102t 

rtt2005  45-130 MeD 5-130* tapereD ss  45 63t 80t 102t 130

 *130 - npS, non-tapereD

proDuct coDe  no.  set Description gauge range

Den2017  10 MeD +52 - electric nps   10 13 17 26 36 46 52*

 *extra String for Drop tuning 

Icon Series Signature Strings
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Jim Root (Slipknot/Stone Sour) Matt Heafy (Trivium)  Corey Beaulieu (Trivium) Dave 

Kushner (Velvet Revolver) Sean Martin (Hatebreed) Linde (HIM) Wayne Static (Static 

X) Koichi Fukuda (Static X)  -  Reverend Horton Heat  -  Troy Van Leeuwen (Queens of 

the Stone age)  -  Bad Religion  -  Five Finger Death Punch  -  Ministry  -  Boston - 

Vivian Campbell (Def Leppard) Oteil Burbridge (Allman Brothers Band) Jimmy Haslip 

(Yellowjackets) Nathan East (Eric Clapton) Troy Sanders (Mastodon) Matt Rubano 

(Taking Back Sunday) Randy Bradbury (Pennywise) Mige (HIM) Tony Campos  (Static X) 

Eric Smith (Rhianna/Jay-Z) Oskar Cartaya (SpyroGyra) Eric Koruschak (The 

Showdown) Dave Edwardson (Neurosis) Shawn Econmaki (Stone Sour)  -  Machine 

Head  -  Walls of Jericho  -  Paul Gray (Slipknot) -  Interpol  -  Mogwai  -  Peter Klett 

(Candlebox)  Uriah Duffy  (Whitesnake / Lyrics Born) Clint Jacobs (Rhett Atkins)  

David Piggott (Monte Montgomery)  -  Norma Jean  -  In this Moment  -  Doug Aldrich 

(Whitesnake) GERALD VEASLEY  (JOE ZAWINUL) BENNY REITVELD (SANTANA) And many more...

JOIN THE RANKS OF ARTISTS WHO HAVE MADE THE CHANGE TO DUNLOP STRINGS!



gcB-95 cryBaBy® wah wah
when people talk about wah pedals, they’re talking about 
the crybaby wahs. this is the one that created some of the 
most timeless sounds in rock. the pedal that would even-
tually become the crybaby was first created in 1966 by  
engineers at the thomas organ company. this new and ex-
pressive effect was an instant hit with players like jimi 
hendrix and eric clapton, who have contributed to the 
crybaby wah’s huge popularity to this day. while other  
effects have come and gone, the crybaby wah just keeps getting 
better with age.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

Crybaby® Wah
Dunlop’S wah-wah SelectionS incluDe the original cryBaBy® wah, the claSSic that DefineD the SounD, pluS a 
variety of configurationS that Deliver uniQue, flexiBle toneS anD effectS. every cryBaBy iS Built into a SturDy 
Die-caSt caSe, with top-Quality, low-noiSe coMponentS. active peDalS are powereD By 9-volt BatterieS or optional 
Dunlop ac aDapterS. each peDal featureS an increDiBly SMooth Sweep action with “extra” long-life cuStoM taper  
potentioMeterS. no Matter what your inStruMent or Style, your perSonalizeD wah tone iS availaBle right here.

ruggeD, zinc casting

ac aDapter anD/or 9-volt  
Battery operation

top quality input/output jacks

hot potz potentioMeter

heavy Duty Bypass footswitch

all cryBaBy wah peDals feature the 
following (unless otherwise noteD):

1

2

3

4

5

1

23
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Dcr-1fc cryBaBy®  rack  
foot controller
the companion pedal to the Dcr-2Sr crybaby rack 
Module. pedal position controls the wah effect 
selected at the rack. use up to six pedals at once  
to access the wah effect from multiple locations. 
power: single 9-volt Battery powers leDs only—peDal continues to 
operate with aBsent or DeaD Battery

gcB-95f cryBaBy® classic
the heart and soul of the original wah pedals was 
the legendary fasel inductor, and the crybaby 
classic has it. why is that important? Because the 
fasel inductor was the key to the gorgeous tone, 
voice, and sweep of those first wahs. plus, these 
inductors have been unavailable for decades. now 
you can get that magic tone again. go back in time 
with the crybaby classic with fasel inside. hear 
what you’ve been missing.
 
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or 
single 9-volt Battery 

535q cryBaBy® Multi-wah
the 535Q is the Swiss army knife of wah pedals. 
it provides control over the most important wah 
parameters, making it easy for you to create your 
ultimate wah tone. Select the frequency center 
of the effect, then dial in the frequency range to 
be swept by the pedal. from narrow and sharp to 
broad and subtle, this amazing wah can deliver 
it. once you’ve got your sound, make sure it gets 
heard with the adjustable, switchable boost that 
can create endless sustain on any note. 
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or  
single 9-volt Battery 

Crybaby® Custom shop

Dcr-2sr custoM shop cryBaBy® 
rack MoDule
the Dunlop custom Shop rack wah gives more 
control over your wah tone than any wah pedal 
in the world. the 6-position switch lets you select 
the sweep frequency range, and the variable Q 
control determines the shape of fine-tuning. the 
adjustable boost (up to +10dB) makes the rack 
wah even more flexible. you can connect up to six 
pedals and place them anywhere onstage. the two 
outputs give you an astounding amount of routing 
options for unprecedented versatility. 
power: Dunlop ecB-007 24-volt  200Ma ac aDapter eu/uk/au 

gcB-80 high gain™ 
voluMe peDal
this gold standard of volume controllers is great 
for pedal steel swells and instant dynamics. Quiet 
operation and heavy-duty construction combine 
with an ultra-sensitive 1 million cycle taper 
potentiometer for the most delicate control ever.
power: passive in-line circuit requires no aDDitional power

105q cryBaBy® Bass wah
the first wah pedal designed by bass players 
for bass players. the 105Q incorporates a new 
proprietary potentiometer and custom eQ circuitry, 
specifically optimized for bass frequencies. the 
crybaby Bass wah applies the wah effect to the 
mids and highs only, leaving a strong fundamental 
to hold down the bottom. So, you can take solos or 
throw in fills without ever disturbing your low end. 
this amazing pedal is used by flea, justin Meldal-
johnsen, Doug wimbish, robert trujillo and more. 
ecB-024c 20k Bass pot
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or  single 9-volt Battery

95q cryBaBy® wah wah
we’ve taken the original crybaby and added three 
of our most popular upgrades: the famous “Q” 
control, which varies the intensity of the wah effect 
by adjusting the effect’s bandpass shape; volume 
Boost, for up to +15dB added gain; and our auto-
return function that automatically engages the 
effect when you place your foot on the pedal. it all 
adds up to a versatile, great sounding wah. 
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or  single 9-volt Battery 
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Bg-95 BuDDy guy signature  wah
cited as a major influence by wah-wah masters 
such as hendrix, clapton, and vaughn—Buddy 
guy helped establish the wah-wah as part of the 
blues vocabulary. to honor his contributions we 
have created the crybaby Buddy guy Signature 
wah, featuring the fasel inductor  for a sweet and 
singing top end, and two distinct user selectable 
wah voices—choose “Deep” for a big and throaty 
growl, or “Bg” for Buddy’s own warm and bell-
like wah tone. convenient side-mounted leDs 
indicate which mode you are in, while a separate 
leD indicates effect on/off. let your guitar sing the 
blues in style with the Buddy-approved polka dot 
graphics and custom signature tread. the crybaby 
Buddy guy Signature wah—available only from 
Dunlop Manufacturing, the world’s leader in wah 
pedal technology.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

sw-95 slash signature wah
like the man himself, the new Slash wah from 
Dunlop is both revolutionary and classic, right down 
to its hot rod metallic red finish and cutting edge 
circuit design. now you can have all the features 
and screaming tone of Slash’s very own custom 
wah pedal—a tool as essential to the hard rock 
icon’s style as his les paul and Marshall amp. the 
Slash wah deploys a searing high gain distortion 
coupled with the fasel-loaded classic circuit for 
instant lead tone that not only cuts through, but 
sings with a sweet and lush top end. convenient 
leDs indicate distortion on/off and wah on/off 
modes, so there’s no more guessing game every 
time you put your foot down. and with the batteries 
readily accessible from the top of the rocker pedal, 
you don’t have to fumble with a screwdriver when 
its time to re-power. So get your boot on a Dunlop 
Slash wah. top hat not included.
power: Dunlop ecB-004  ac aDapter or two 9-volt Batteries

kh95 kirk haMMett  
signature wah
now you can command the same killer wah tone 
as kirk with the new kirk hammett Signature wah. 
Developed in close collaboration with the metal 
guitar icon himself, it has been meticulously tuned 
and tweaked to deliver the wah-wah sound that 
revolutionized metal solos in the ‘80s and for all 
time to come.  this is the legendary tone that kirk 
dials in on tour, using his Dcr1Sr crybaby rack 
wah. Dunlop’s engineers took kirk’s eQ, volume 
and tone settings—reflecting decades of blazing 
crybaby riffology—and reproduced them with 
exacting precision. the kirk hammett wah is 
exceptionally even in response as you move from 
heel to toe, with a thick top end and full dynamic 
range. Dare to step into the footprint of a giant. 
own a piece of the legend: the kirk hammett 
Signature wah from Dunlop.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

signaturE 
Crybaby®
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zw-45 zakk wylDe signature wah
Modern crybaby Master zakk wylde and Dunlop 
have joined forces to deliver the toughest, meanest 
wah pedal on the planet. Built from the ground 
up with great tone and rugged durability in mind, 
this pedal can stand up to the crushing stomp of 
metal’s reigning king of lead guitar. the wylde 
wah features a heavy-duty raw-metal casing and 
roadworthy components to withstand years of 
ass-kicking abuse. with guts that have been finely 
tuned to zakk’s specs, this wah is specially voiced 
to deliver an extra thick and cutting tone. 
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

DB-01 DiMeBag signature wah
this might just be the most flexible, powerful wah 
pedal ever. Designed in conjunction with legendary 
guitarist Dimebag Darrell, the DB-01 crybaby from 
hell features an extended sweep range with a fine 
tune knob, 6-way range selector, kick-in volume 
boost and leD indicators (wah on/off, Boost on/
off) at the back of the pedal. this hot-rodded pedal 
gives you everything you need to do serious wah 
damage. 
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

hot rod your Wah!
upgraDe your cryBaBy wah anD keep it looking gooD!

fasel® inDuctor
italy in the 1960’s, the golden age of wah pedal manufacturing. 
the original crybaby and virtually every other legendary wah 
were all made there, setting a standard that has never been 
equaled—until now. after more than three decades, the holy 
grail of wah components, the fasel inductor, is back. these near-
mythical inductors are the key to the voice and sweep every wah 
player lusts after but can’t capture with a new pedal. the ultimate 
upgrade to your current wah, these inductors are available 
exclusively from Dunlop, the new worldwide agent for fasel of 
italy. choose the precision-wound toroidal model for the cleanest 
sound possible or, for die-hard vintage vibe, install the authentic 
cup core version. either way, your wah will finally give up the lush 
harmonic sparkle you’ve always heard in your head, but could 
never coax from your rig. look for special “fasel inside” editions  
of our new crybaby pedals.
fl-01y fasel cup core MoDel (yellow)
fl-02r fasel toroiDal MoDel (reD)

ecB-002 9-volt ac aDapter
9vDc @ 200ma 5% regulated 3.5 mm plug -  
positive tip.

ecB-003 9-volt ac aDapter 
9vDc @ 200ma 5% regulated. 2.1 mm 
x 5.5 mm + Barrel negative center.
ecB003e european version

ecB-004 18-volt ac aDapter
18vDc @ 150ma 5% regulated 2.1 mm x  
5.5 mm + Barrel negative center
ecB004e european version 
ecB004uk  u.k. version

ecB-005 12-volt ac aDapter
12vDc @ 200ma 5% regulated. 2.5 mm x  
5.5 mm - Barrel positive center.
ecB005e european version 

ecB-006 18-volt ac aDapter
18vDc @ 1.0a 5% regulated 2.1 mm x  
5.5 mm + Barrel negative center
(for use with the Dc Brick only)
ecB006e european version
ecB006uk u.k. version 

ecB-152c BottoM plate 
replaceMent kit 
includes: replacement bottom plate 
with battery access, battery door, 4 
replacement rubber feet and screws. 

ecB-024B 100k hot potz ii 
the same tone and sweep 
characteristics as the original 
crybaby® hot potz with low wiper  
noise and extended life.

ecB-024c 20k Bass pot
custom taper 20k pot used in 105Q 
crybaby® Bass wah. 1 million 
cycles, maintenance free.

Dunlop electronicS are Built with Quality craftSManShip anD partS, DeSigneD to laSt for yearS of 
harD uSe. all Dunlop electronicS are ce approveD. pleaSe contact Dunlop Manufacturing, inc. for 
for Specialty partS, or in the event that your Dunlop electronic proDuct neeDS Service work. all 
electronicS have a one year warranty froM Date of purchaSe.



vintage-Design Black cosMo knoBs

heavy Duty input/output jacks

ac aDapter anD/or 9-volt  
Battery operation

Bright leD inDicating 
effect on/Bypass

DuraBle footswitch

all Mxr stoMpBoxes feature the 
following (unless otherwise noteD):

1

2

3

4

5

M107 phase 100
this big brother of the phase 90 offers an even broader range of 
sounds. along with the speed control there is a 4-position rotary 
switch that selects between four different intensities, defined 
as preset waveform patterns. great for guitar, bass, keys, vocals,  
and more!
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter
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M101 phase 90
this is the classic phase shifter heard on many timeless van halen 
tracks. the phase 90 can add spacey swirls and watery warbles to 
guitar, bass, keyboards, and vocals.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

the initialS Mxr® effectS are SynonyMouS with the effectS peDal 
innovationS that have ShapeD the tone of MoDern electric 
guitar. Since the 1970’S, Mxr haS proDuceD the BeSt effectS 
availaBle; with their traDition of tough, ruggeD anD tonally 
taSty StoMp BoxeS. Mxr effectS are truly MoDern Day claSSicS. 

mXr® ClassiCs
there are two kinDs of Mxr peDals: 
classics anD DestineD-to-Be classics

1

2 3

4

5
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M104 Distortion+
this little yellow box is responsible for those great distortion sounds 
heard on so many classic recordings. Set the Distortion control low 
and crank the output knob to drive the front end of your amp for 
cool blues tones, or max out the Distortion knob for the tone that 
made randy rhoads famous. there still isn’t any distortion unit on 
the market that sounds like the Distortion+.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

M102 Dyna coMp
one of the most popular compressors of all time, the Dyna comp is 
the secret weapon on many stars’ pedalboards. this box will produce 
that percussive, clicky sound on a clean guitar that you’ve heard on 
so many pop hits. it also adds smooth sustain to lead lines.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

M103 Blue Box™ octave fuzz
this is the crazy effect heard on jimmy page’s “fool in the rain” 
solo. the Blue Box™ takes your guitar signal and duplicates it two 
octaves down for a huge, subterranean tone. the Blend knob lets 
you control how much of the effected tone you mix in with your dry 
signal. not for the timid—there is truly nothing like the Blue Box.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

M117r flanger
Back by popular demand, the Mxr flanger creates a variety of wild 
sounds from dynamic jet plane or cool space effects to short delay, 
chorus and vibrato. Back off width to zero to disengage auto-sweep, 
then use the Manual knob to physically place the effect anywhere 
along the frequency spectrum; use with guitar, bass, keyboards or 
vocals!
power: Dunlop ecB-004  ac aDapter or two 9-volt Batteries

M133 Micro aMp
adding a preset amount of gain with just a single control, the 
Micro amp is a great way to boost your signal for lead work or 
adjust between two different guitars with unmatched output (i.e. 
humbuckers to single-coils). it can also provide a permanent boost 
in a long effects chain where signal dropoff is a problem.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter
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M159 treMolo stereo
with its warm analog circuitry and lush tremolo 
sound, the Dunlop tS-1 set the standard for tremolo 
pedals for over a decade. the Mxr M159 tremolo 
keeps all the effects and controls of the original—
but in a smaller, pedalboard-friendly size. its 18-volt 
operation provides rich and vibrant sound with low 
noise due to its high headroom. with the versatile 
input/output options the M159 can produce 
hypnotic, pulsing mono tremolo through a single 
amp or ping-ponged from one amp to another in 
stereo mode for a huge, spacious tone.
power: Dunlop ecB-004  ac aDapter or two 9-volt Batteries

M115 Distortion iii
the Distortion iii sets a new benchmark in distortion 
tone and quality. Developed from the ground up 
using carefully selected components, the D-iii 
delivers everything from sweet singing overdrive 
to massive distortion crunch! it’s natural and amp-
like distortion is versatile enough to appeal to any 
playing style and transparent enough to let your 
guitar’s personality shine through. 
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

M173 classic 108 fuzz
guitarists of all styles will dig the familiar late-
Sixties/early-Seventies crunch delivered by the 
new Mxr classic 108 fuzz. we’ve taken the guts 
of our Bc-108 loaded fuzz face, placed them in a 
more pedal-board friendly shape, and added the 
modern conveniences of a battery door, optional 
ac operation, and true bypass with leD. the Buffer 
switch eliminates the audible oscillation caused 
when some wah-wahs are placed in front of a fuzz 
face. the classic 108 fuzz comes in a heavy-duty 
phase 100-sized box with a sweet hammer-tone 
turquoise finish.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

mXr innoVations

M169 carBon copy® analog Delay
the Mxr carbon copy analog Delay features a 
completely analog audio path for the ultimate in 
rich, warm delay—made possible only by old-
school bucket brigade technology. this design 
boasts an amazing 600ms of delay time with optional 
modulation via a top-mounted switch and a simple, 
three-knob layout that controls Delay time, Mix, 
and regen—all in a pedal no bigger than a phase 
90. in addition, two internal trim pots offer user-
adjustable width and rate control of the modulation 
for even more tonal options. the carbon copy will 
take you from crisp “bathroom” slap echoes to 
epic, gilmour-esque delays with a twist of a knob. 
true hardwire bypass, single 9-volt operation, and 
stage-ready blue leDs round out the package.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter
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M135 sMart gate® noise gate
tame your hissing high-gain amp or silence your string of stompboxes 
with this ingenious pedal. the Smart gate is equipped with three 
selectable types of noise reduction to handle virtually any type of 
signal. it bites down on sizzle and hum but lets the smallest detail 
of your playing through. with its uncanny ability to sense precisely 
when—and how fast—to engage, this little genius will never get in 
your way, so you can wring every last bit of sustain out of that chord 
without being cut off. the Smart gate features a hardwire bypass, 
precise threshold trigger, and amazingly clean circuitry. 
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

M120 auto q envelope filter
one of the funkiest and most unique effects to come along in years, 
the auto Q will add incredible texture and vibe to your playing. this 
box provides all the traditional envelope filter and auto wah sounds, 
but it doesn’t stop there. you can also blend in the auto Q’s gorgeous 
shimmer effect for a totally new sound. with the Decay control, 
you can determine when the shimmer effect comes in, leaving, 
for example, staccato lines funky while adding a hypnotic throb to 
sustained parts. the auto Q features rubberized, non-slip knobs for 
quick, on-the-fly adjustments. 
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

M132 super coMp coMpressor
countless pros rely on the original Dyna comp in the studio and on 
stage. now, the updated Super comp takes that classic one step 
further. output and Sensitivity knobs let you dial in the perfect setting 
to keep your parts where they belong in the mix. the new attack 
level control lets you keep your initial bite and chunk as you pour on 
the sustain. if you want tight, snappy clean tones and soaring lead 
tones, the Super comp is the pedal for you.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

M109 6-BanD graphic eq
the Mxr 6-Band eQ covers all the essential guitar frequencies, with 
each slider ready to deliver +/-18dB of cut or boost for incredible 
control over your sound. this pedal is ideal for creating scooped-mid 
rhythm tones with massive low end. it can also add natural-sounding 
warmth to a quacky acoustic pickup and eliminate onstage feed-
back. you can also use the 6-Band eQ in the effects loop of your amp 
for a huge, sculptable lead boost.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

M108 10-BanD graphic eq
no matter what your instrument, regain control of your tone with 
this incredible eQ. the Mxr 10-Band graphic eQ gives players 
huge amounts of tone shaping and level control in a bullet-proof 
enclosure. with ten carefully chosen frequencies and both input 
and output level controls, the 10-Band will let you tune your bass 
or guitar rig to any room in seconds; create earthshaking low-end; 
restore punch, level, and treble response to a crowded pedalboard; 
warm up an amplified acoustic; and much, much more. 
power: Dunlop ecB-004  ac aDapter 

M134 stereo chorus
this gorgeous sounding pedal will remind you how cool chorus can 
be. Set the rate and width controls to your liking and then dial in as 
much effect as you want with the intensity knob. you can then shape 
the tone even further by eQ-ing the modulated frequencies with the 
Bass and treble controls. run in mono or use the stereo outputs for a 
huge, vibrant sound. if you’re looking to preserve the low end of your 
guitar tone, the Stereo chorus has got you covered with its Bass 
filter button that applies the effect to the high frequencies only.  
power: Dunlop ecB-004  ac aDapter or two 9-volt Batteries
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Since the early 1970’S BaSS playerS worlD-
wiDe have relieD on Mxr peDalS to overDrive, 
funkify, eQ, anD coMpreSS their BaSS SounD. 
our coMMitMent to BaSS playerS haS Been 
SoliDifieD By the DevelopMent of the Mxr 
BaSS innovation DiviSion—DevoteD to 
Developing cutting eDge toolS of creation 
for BaSSiStS on Stage anD in the StuDio. Mxr 
BaSS innovation proDuctS can Be founD on 
Such DiverSe artiSt’S peDalBoarDS aS roBert 
trujillo, lelanD Sklar, juan alDerete, 
Michael rhoDeS anD reggie haMilton.

M181 Blow torch™ 
Distortion/fuzz
fire it up for the hottest bass sounds this side of 
hades—anything from the traditional tube-like 
growl to scorching high gain distortion. By focusing 
the overdrive in the midrange frequencies, the 
Bass Blow torch lets you retain low end thunder 
and high-end sizzle while distorted mids blaze 
a path through even the densest mix. an active 
3-band eQ with 3-position mid shift lets you zero 
in on an incendiary tone, while the Blend knob lets 
you balance your distortion with direct signal to 
taste. and the Bass Blow torch burns as clean as 
it does hot, with 18-volt performance for increased 
dynamic headroom, clarity and low noise even at 
lethal volume. true bypass circuitry means that 
when you switch the distortion out, it’s really gone. 
power:  Dunlop ecB-004 18-volt ac aDapter or two 9-volt Batteries 

M80   Bass D.i.+ 
one-stop shopping for bass tone. the M-80 Bass 
D.i.+ is everything you need to get a great bass 
sound wherever it needs to go. first, dial in your 
tone with the 3-band eQ. Blend in as much distortion 
as you like—without losing any low end. even 
if you run a lot of distortion, the adjustable noise 
gate will keep it under control. then send your new 
tone to your amp with the 1/4” output, to the p.a. via 
the xlr out, and to the recording console with the 
parallel 1/4” jack. a great sounding, do-it-all box 
that every bassist needs.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery  

M288 Bass octave Deluxe
the M-288 Bass octave Deluxe is a dual-voice octave pedal from 
Mxr Bass innovations that offers organic analog tone, true bypass, 
and a wide variety of tone-shaping options. powered by a single 
9-volt battery, Mxr’s 18-volt constant headroom technology™ (cht) 
provides studio-performance headroom and superior tracking. use 
the Dry knob to mix your direct bass signal with the octave effect, 
or hit the Mid+ switch to add up to +15dB of internally adjustable 
low-mid punch (400hz) or midrange pop (800hz). Bass players will 
love the two separately processed and individually voiced octave 
controls—growl (for throaty, midrange octave-below tone) and 
girth (for deep and smooth octave below). the Bass octave Deluxe 
comes in a durable, lightweight aluminum casting and has the same 
high-quality jacks and switches that have made Mxr pedals the 
road-ready standard on pedal-boards around the world for over 30 
years.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

mXr bass innoVations

M182 el granDe™ Bass fuzz
the el grande Bass fuzz is a versatile and brutal 
fuzz designed just for bass. we took a classic 
70’s fuzz circuit, re-tuned it for more low end, and 
added a Deep switch that delivers up to +15dB 
of monstrous bass that is internally adjustable 
between 87hz - 113hz. and that’s not all: volume, 
tone, and fuzz controls let you sculpt your tone 
with precision to get everything you need—from 
searing, sustained upper-register chords to punchy, 
growling low B’s—without sacrificing low end or 
clarity. the el grande comes in a lightweight but 
durable aluminum casting with high-quality jacks 
and switches.
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

®
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M-235 Mxr custoM shop sMart gate® pro
this brilliant rack piece is the big brother to the Smart gate pedal. the Smart gate pro 
features the same great noise reduction as the pedal, with three selectable ranges (hiss, 
Mid, and full) and a precise threshold trigger. But the pro features several upgrades and 
enhancements. for starters, the pro has two discrete channels, making it possible to set 
one channel to hiss and minimal threshold level (for clean tones) and one to full and a 
higher threshold level (for high-gain lead tones). there is also a Sync function that links 
the two channels for quieting a stereo signal. add to this the true hardwire-bypass outs 
on each channel, selectable ground lift, and remote switching capabilities (with status-
indicating leDs) and the Smart gate pro starts to look like a real genius. 
power: Dunlop ecB-004 18-volt ac aDapter

csp-21 Mxr custoM shop 
gt-oD overDrive
Built from the ground up with the best available 
components, the Mxr custom Shop gt-oD 
overdrive pedal creates smooth, warm, and 
classic overdrive without excess noise or tone 
coloring. the simple controls make it easy to dial 
in a great tone quickly—from crunchy rhythm tone 
with chord clarity—to sparkly and harmonic-rich 
lead tones with tons of sustain. you won’t find an 
overdrive that is more organic, responsive or open 
sounding. available only from the Mxr custom 
Shop.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

csp-028 Mxr® custoM shop 
‘76 vintage Dyna coMp
the Mxr Dyna comp that was produced in 1976 has long been 
regarded as the ultimate stomp box compressor. there’s something 
inherently musical in the way it “tightens up” a guitar signal, raising 
the volume of quiet notes and leveling off peaks to create rich, 
full bodied sustain. and now the Mxr custom Shop brings back 
that highly sought-after sound with the ‘76 vintage Dyna comp. 
Meticulously researched and superbly crafted, it features the exact 
same circuitry used in the original 1976 Dyna comp, identical in its 
component layout, silkscreen and handmade wire harness. the key 
component is the old school ca3080 “metal can” integrated circuit 
(ic), which yields quieter operation, greater transparency and 
increased dynamic range. these ics have been out of production 
since the ‘80s, but Mxr has tracked down a stash of them—enough 
to produce a limited run of these little red boxes of compression bliss. 
with supplies limited, the Mxr ‘76 vintage Dyna comp is destined to 
quickly become as ultra collectible as its noble ancestor. 
power: single 9-volt Battery 

csp-026 Mxr custoM shop
 ‘74 vintage phase 90
coveted by both players and collectors—the Mxr 
phase 90 set the benchmark for phasers, with 
its thick and rich tone. our in-house work horse, 
purchased in 1974 by Senior engineer Bob cedro, 
was meticulously spec’d and recreated as the ‘74 
vintage phase 90. the hand-wired board features 
select resistors paired with hand-matched fets to 
achieve the same smooth and warm modulation 
as the original. the ‘74 vintage phase 90 comes 
housed in the classic orange finished box and is 
adorned with the unmistakable Script logo.
power: single 9-volt Battery 

Since itS 1999 inception, the Mxr cuStoM Shop haS Brought together the 
worlD’S leaDing DeSign engineerS anD the hotteSt guitariStS–people like 
BoB BraDShaw, eDDie van halen, SlaSh, prince, joe perry, lenny kravitz, kirk 
haMMett, the eDge, Steve lukather, anD zakk wylDe. the reSult? SoMe of the 
cooleSt, ultra hot roDDeD effectS peDalS ever known. 

mXr® Custom shop
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signaturE sEriEs
rippeD froM the peDal BoarDs of Metal goDs

zw44  wylDe overDrive
whether on his groundbreaking work with ozzy 
osbourne or with his own Black label Society, zakk 
wylde’s guitar playing is loud, tough, and relentless. 
zakk’s take-no-prisoners attitude extends to his 
quest for tone, too. when he wanted to develop 
his signature overdrive pedal, he looked no further 
than Dunlop. the result is the wylde overdrive. 
this muscular stompbox will turn your clean amp 
into a heavy, chunky crunch machine. or, use it like 
zakk does and kick it in front of a dirty amp for a 
screaming, sustaining lead tone. the three simple 
controls—output, tone, and gain—make getting 
up and running easy, so you can concentrate on 
the business at hand: kicking major ass.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

DD11 DiMe Distortion
the DD`11 Dime Distortion delivers a heavy, 
aggressive, razor-sharp tone that rages with 
distortion but remains tight and focused enough 
to keep up with lightning-fast rhythm lines and 
scorching solos.  with its 3-band eQ, proprietary 
Scoop switch, and ungodly output, this stompbox 
from hell has the guts and the muscle to stand up 
to your heaviest displays of power.
power: Dunlop ecB-004 18-volt ac aDapter

kfk1 ten BanD equalizer
if Mxr’s M108 10-Band eQ isn’t heavy enough for 
you, check out its evil twin, the kerry king 10-Band. 
Designed in conjunction with the legendary Slayer 
guitarist, this beastly, tattoo-covered pedal sports 
the same great features and hardcore construction 
as the M108, but the king can punish two amps at 
once thanks to its dual outputs. use it as a boost for 
solos or to create thrash-approved, scooped-mid 
rhythm tones. create raging sustain and feedback 
while getting more thunderous low-end out of your 
rig than you ever thought possible. the kerry king 
10-Band eQ: use with caution. and don’t say we 
didn’t warn you.
power: Dunlop ecB-004 18-volt ac aDapter
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evh95 eDDie van halen  
signature wah wah
the evh wah wah is the latest offering in the 
celebrated evh Signature Series, developed after 
intensive design collaboration with the legendary 
guitarist.  early on in the process, eddie handed 
over his “holy grail” crybaby—a standard crybaby 
customized in the early nineties with a more 
vocal-like, high Q inductor and a wider frequency 
sweep.  amazingly, we found that over the years 
eddie’s unique wah style, which uses mostly the 
middle range of the pedal’s action, had carved his 
own curve into the pot’s resistive element, making 
the middle range even more defined and increased 
the low-end sweep.  our clones of the worn-in 
pot and hand-selected inductor give the new evh 
wah wah the same “holy grail” feel and tone, and 
its true hardwire bypass, dual bright blue bypass 
leDs, and graphics based on the black and yellow-
striped guitar featured on van halen ii round out 
this evh-approved crybaby with a voice and look 
all its own.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery

evh117 flanger
we’ve done it again! Dunlop has once again 
partnered with living legend edward van halen to 
present a new spin on a classic tone. everyone 
knows that it was the Mxr flanger that powered 
the timeless van halen tunes “unchained” and 
“and the cradle will rock”. now you can grab a 
piece of that world-class tone with the Mxr evh 
117 flanger. this amazing stompbox features the 
same bucket-brigade technology that provided the 
sweeping, whooshing magic of the original. But we 
didn’t stop there. we’ve also added the evh Switch, 
which instantly calls up eddie’s “unchained” 
sound with the exact same Manual, width, Speed 
and regeneration settings that he used to get one 
of the greatest guitar tones of all time. if that’s not 
cool enough, we painted the evh flanger with the 
rocking striped graphics that started a revolution. 
get the Mxr evh 117 flanger and hit the ground 
running.
power: two 9-volt Batteries or Dunlop ecB-004 18-volt ac aDapter

evh90 phase 90 
 the evh90 phase Shifter–a collaboration between 
Dunlop and edward van halen–is a limited edition 
of the legendary Mxr phase 90. the phase 90 is a 
huge part of the guitar tones on the early van halen 
records, creating the swirling, spacey sound on 
timeless songs such as “eruption,” “atomic punk,” 
“ain’t talkin’ ‘Bout love,” and many others.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

evh® anD the evh®  logo are regiStereD traDeMarkS of 
elvh, inc. the uniQue StripeD DeSign iS a copyright (2001) 
of elvh, inc. 

EVh® sEriEs
a collaBoration Between Dunlop anD eDwarD van halen
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jh1B jiMi henDrix™ signature wah
the wah-wah pedal was just invented when hendrix 
burst on the scene in 1967. and to this day, few 
players’ names are more synonymous with killer 
wah leads and wicked, wah-driven syncopated 
rhythms. the wah pedal that hendrix used was 
a 60s design by the thomas organ company 
and manufactured by jen in italy. this is the 
unmistakable wah tone heard on hendrix classics 
like “up from the Sky,” “voodoo child (Slight 
return),” “little Miss lover” and “Still raining, 
Still Dreaming.” the jimi hendrix Signature wah 
reproduces these timbres, and more, with startling 
accuracy. throaty and expressive, it will fire your 
imagination. the vintage classic look is 100% 
authentic too, with a flashy chrome top and sleek 
black italian crinkle finish aluminum body. from 
its eye-catching look to its mind-bending sound, 
everything about this wah just screams hendrix.  
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

jiMi henDrix iS a traDeMark of authentic henDrix, llc.

jhoc1 jiMi henDrix™ 
octavio® effect
the original artifact is enshrined at the experience 
Music project, Seattle’s hallowed rock and roll 
museum. a chipped, off-white, “cheese wedge” 
pedal with barely visible hand stenciled lettering, 
hendrix’s original octave divider doesn’t look like 
much. But this is the magic box that produced 
the unforgettable fuzzed-out octave tones heard 
on hendrix anthems such as “purple haze” and 
“fire.” recently, a team of Dunlop engineers made 
a pilgrimage to Seattle to dissect and document 
jimi’s original octavio—the holy grail of octave 
tone. they measured and scoped with loving care. 
the result? the Dunlop jimi hendrix octavio is 
an exact clone of the amazing “octave up” pedal 
that jimi used to make rock history. it’s all here: 
every knob and jack, a DpDt on/off switch, and the 
exact same circuit layout faithfully copied from the 
original “breadboard,” front-panel controls which 
let you dial in just the right amount of fuzz and 
adjust overall level. own a little piece of jimi—the 
Dunlop jimi hendrix octavio. 
power:  single 9-volt Battery

jhf1 jiMi henDrix™
fuzz face® Distortion
hendrix was the master of fuzz—an artist with 
many subtle shadings at his command. his love 
affair with the legendary fuzz face pedal began in 
the early days of the experience and continued to 
evolve throughout his brief but blazing career. the 
Dunlop jimi hendrix fuzz face is a meticulously 
faithful reproduction of the 1969-70 Dallas arbiter 
fuzz face that jimi used on classic albums like 
Band of gypsys. Dunlop’s engineering department 
examined hoards of vintage fuzz faces, honing in 
on a few units which possessed that unmistakable 
jimi voodoo. the hendrix fuzz face is built around 
the toneful Bc108 silicon transistor. it is authentic 
in every detail—a handwired brown circuit 
board with no solder mask and circuitry carefully 
matched to the original specs. the look is 100% 
accurate too—that groovy circular chassis with 
tooled clones of the original fuzz face knobs in the 
rare and vintage turquoise hammertone finish. a 
truly playable collectable for any hendrix or fuzz 
face fanatic. 
power:  single 9-volt Battery

Jimi Hendrix expanded tHe tonal possibilities of tHe electric guitar like no otHer player before Him, creating a wHole new world of sonic color. relentless in His pursuit of tHe 
ultimate tone, He was constantly retHinking and exploring His gear, wresting new and exciting timbres and textures from it.  tHese are tHe sounds tHat rocked tHe ‘60s and 
still inspire awe today. now every guitarist can own tHe same custom pedals tHat made Jimi’s fire burn brigHt. dunlop’s Jimi Hendrix autHentic analog series represents tHe 
true effect pedal legacy of tHe man wHo revolutionized tHe guitar universe. Honoring tHe 40tH anniversary of Hendrix’s legendary debut album, are you experienced, dunlop Has 
teamed up witH tHe experience music proJect in seattle and autHentic Hendrix l.l.c. to create tHree great pedals: tHe Jimi Hendrix signature waH, tHe Jimi Hendrix octavio and tHe 
Jimi Hendrix fuzz face. meticulously researcHed and exquisitely crafted replicas, tHese are pedals tHat Jimi Himself would be proud to own and play. 

authEntiC hEndriX
faithful reproDuctions of jiMi’s legenDary peDals

authentic analog series



whe301 fat sanDwich 
harMonic saturator Distortion
the fat Sandwich represents a new era in pedal 
design for way huge. in addition to carrying on 
the way huge tradition of amazing tone, rugged 
construction and cool names, the fat Sandwich 
delivers heaps of crunchy distortion goodness 
via its innovative multi-stage clipping circuit. 
Meticulously designed from the ground up, the 
passive tone stack was tuned to bring out the 
“sweet spot” with any guitar and amp combination. 
the volume control produces tons of output, 
making it ideal for driving the headroom out of 
the most powerful tube amps. additionally, the fat 
Sandwich has two internal mini controls: the curve 
knob lets the user fine-tune the corner frequency 
of the overdrive filtering and the Sustain control 
adjusts the gain of the final distortion stage. the 
fat Sandwich is versatile and over the top—the 
consummate distortion pedal for any genre or 
playing style. 
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

whe401 swollen pickle 
Mkii juMBo fuzz 
the most sought after and corpulent way huge 
pedal is back! the Swollen pickle Mkii surrenders 
super high-gain fuzz with copious amounts of 
smooth low-end to all who dare plug into it. with a 
twist of the Sustain control, you’re taken from mild 
crunch to armageddon! the filter control retains 
its trademark insane range of heavily band-pass-
filtered tones, distinguished by remarkable girth 
and sizzle, and the loudness puts out enough 
volume to clobber any amp! newly added features 
include a tone stack Scoop control that elicits 
classic Swollen pickle mid-scoop or a flat mid-
frequency sweep, and a crunch knob to adjust the 
compression intensity of the fuzz. finally, under the 
hood, the Swollen pickle Mkii has two internal mini 
controls; voice sets the intensity of the external 
scoop control from light to heavy mid cut, and clip 
varies between two sets of clipping diodes for 
smooth or opened fuzz sustain. 
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

rEbirth of hugE
Dunlop Brings Mr. huge Back to life in a Big way         

launcheD in 1992 By jeorge trippS, way huge® electronicS Began aS a reSult of trippS’ Search for great tone, anD hiS DeSire to perforM with reliaBle, ruggeD anD peDalBoarD-
frienDly effectS that haD the Magic of hiS coveteD vintage peDalS. the very firSt peDal—SiMply laBeleD “fuzz Box”—waS Quickly followeD By Such StapleS to the proDuct line aS 
the reD llaMa overDrive, foot pig fuzz anD green rhino overDrive ii, which Quickly founD their way into the hanDS anD onto the peDalBoarDS of the worlD’S guitar elite.  enSuing 
yearS woulD See the introDuction of peDalS Such aS the Swollen pickle juMBo fuzz, aQua-puSS analog Delay, anD the Saffron SQueeze. over the Span of a few yearS, trippS helpeD 
revolutionize what woulD later Be known aS the “BoutiQue” effectS Market. now teaMing up with Dunlop, way huge peDalS iS once again availaBle to the MaSSeS, So all can enjoy 
their finely tuneD electronicS, high-graDe circuitry anD roaD reaDy conStruction, Built unDer the watchful eye of Mr. huge hiMSelf.

whe201 pork loin 
soft clip injection overDrive
Make room for one more way huge original! the 
pork loin incorporates two distinct tonal pathways 
that are blended together—a modern soft clipping 
overdrive and a modified classic British preamp 
for clean. at the heart of the pork loin’s overdrive 
path is a soft clipped Bifet overdrive gain stage 
with a passive tone control, rounded out by a 
curve function that gives the user freedom to 
fine-tune corner frequencies. the volume control 
regulates the masses of pork power that exude 
from its space age circuitry, leaving room for the 
clean control to blend in its warm glistening clean 
tones. additionally, the pork loin has three internal 
mini controls: filter and voice deliver extensive 
tonal shaping possibilities, while the overdrive Mix 
control allows the pork loin to be run as a clean 
preamp. with a wide range of dynamic tones, the 
pork loin is the premier overdrive pedal on the 
market today!
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-003 ac aDapter

www.WayHuge.com

way huge iS a regiStereD traDeMark of Saucy, inc. 23Way hugE 
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Dunlop anD cuStoM auDio electronicS founDer BoB BraDShaw—two naMeS that have ShapeD the toneS of the worlD’S 
greateSt guitariStS—join forceS to Bring you a DynaMic new line of effectS. Since 1980, cae’S innovative peDal DeSignS were 
MaDe in liMiteD QuantitieS only for hiS Select clientele. when it waS tiMe to Bring theSe peDalS to the MaSSeS, there waS only 
one naMe he coulD truSt to Deliver the SaMe Quality anD StanDarDS that hiS cuStoMerS DeManD. 

Mc402 Boost/overDrive
the Mc-402 Boost/overdrive offers the combination 
of a simple dynamic overdrive and an independent 
clean boost circuit—all in one compact pedal. the 
overdrive section is truly “classic”, adding warmth, 
sustain and punch, without coloring your sound. 
it can go from a bluesy, slightly overdriven sound 
to full-metal crunch with a twist of the gain knob. 
the Mc-402 also cleans up nicely when you roll 
back your guitar volume, making it extremely touch 
sensitive and responsive to picking dynamics, 
without becoming thin sounding. the boost circuit 
alone is a bonus, as it is the exact same circuit cae 
has used for years to solve a wide variety of signal 
conditioning problems in major guitar systems. 
the Mc-402’s high quality components provide 
quiet operation and trouble-free interaction with 
other pedals on your board. in keeping with the 
cae tradition, the design is simple and straight 
forward, with a minimum of controls—only what is 
necessary to do the job.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

Mc403 power systeM
the Mc-403 power System—the latest collab-
oration between Bob Bradshaw and the Mxr 
design team—is truly the ultimate power supply. 
the Mc-403 powers more types of pedals and 
electronics at one time than any previous power 
supply unit available. high quality, high performance 
toroidal transformers insure quiet operation with 
superior performance capabilities. Designed for 
maximum flexibility, the Mc-403 can be used on 
pedal boards or rack mounted in a single rack 
space with the front mount bracket (included). 
all multi-tap outputs are completely isolated, 
linear regulated, and short-circuit protected to 
insure reliable operation. enclosed in a heavy-
duty housing, the Mc-403 is designed for years of 
rugged road or studio use.
power: ac input; 100 vac, 120 vac @ 47- 63 hz. 
220 vac, 240 vac @ 47-63 hz (europe)

Mc404 cae wah
the Mc-404 cae wah was developed by Bob 
Bradshaw of custom audio electronics and the 
crybaby design team with the goal of creating 
a highly versatile wah-wah of top-grade comp-
onents. it features dual fasel inductors with two 
distinct voices (high-end emphasis or low to mid 
resonance), and a built-in Mxr Mc-401 Boost/
lineDriver adds even more flexibility. choose 
between inductors and turn the boost on or off with 
the side-mounted kickswitches; bright leDs on 
each side of the wah indicate operation status. the 
Mc-404 boasts true hardwire bypass, a long-life 
ctS potentiometer, and internal pots for “Q” and 
gain adjustments.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

 

MC401 Boost/Line Driver
The MC-401 is simple in design but superbly 
effective in solving a variety of mis-matched line 
level and signal conditioning problems that can 
occur when combining effects. The MC-401’s 
circuit design has been used for years by CAE in 
the world’s best guitarist’s rigs to remedy these 
problems and rejuvenate the sparkle, punch and 
brilliance that can be lost. It can also be used as 
an ultra-clean boost for solos or to drive effects for 
more dynamics and sensitivity.
Power: singLe 9-voLt Battery, eCB-003 aC aDaPter or eCB-004 aC 
aDaPter for 18-voLt oPeration (for inCreaseD heaDrooM)

Custom audio ElECtroniCs
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uv1 uni-viBe® rotating  
speaker effect
the uv-1, Dunlop’s faithful recreation of this 
legendary psychedelic effect, delivers that 
swirling, spacey “Bridge of Sighs” tone, plus a lot 
more. the chorus mode sounds thick, phasey, and 
much like a rotating speaker. the vibrato mode 
modulates the pitch of the played note, delivering 
a cool, quivering texture to your sound. the uv-1 
sports hand-matched photoresistors, a long-life 
incandescent lamp, and custom light shielding to 
protect sonic integrity. 
power: Dunlop ecB-004 18-volt ac aDapter

uv1fc uni-viBe® foot control
this pedal lets you control the Speed and on/off 
functions of the uv-1 with your foot, allowing you to 
tweak the chorus or vibrato effects in real time for 
powerful expression. features a heavy-duty die-
cast zinc housing, high-quality connectors, and a 
10-million cycle, industrial-grade microswitch for 
silent, reliable operation.
power: neeDs no Batteries nor external power source

DcB10 Dc Brick power supply
More than a power supply, this box is a power 
conditioner as well. unlike aging batteries, the 
Brick supplies predictable voltage at all times, 
keeping your effects consistent from show to 
show. its fclc (foldback current limiting circuit) 
provides ultimate protection against power shorts 
and overloads. even at full load, you’ll enjoy the 
quiet and cool operation of a fully regulated power 
supply. But since battery-powered effects rarely 
exceed 30 milliamps each, you’re not likely to 
use anywhere near the Brick’s capacity of 1000 
milliamps output!
power: incluDeD ecB-006 ac power aDapter can use a 
wiDe range of international wall power froM 100 to 
240 volts, at 47 to 63 hz. supplieD with u.s. plug

rockMan® heaDphone aMplifier
these headphone amps let you practice silently 
anywhere, with great tone. each high-quality, 
low-priced rockman offers built-in compression, 
volume control and auxiliary stereo input/output 
to play along with your favorite music. you can 
even route the output to a mixer for recording! 
the output of an ipod® can be connected to the 
rockman headphone amplifier in the same manner 
as a cD!
power: single 9-volt Battery or Dunlop ecB-005 ac aDapter

rock-ga rockMan guitar ace 
heaDphone aMplifier 
tone controls: select clean, semi and heavy
distortion

rock-Ma rockMan Metal ace  
heaDphone aMplifier 
tone controls: similar to the sound of the guitar ace,  
but with more metal edge

rock-Ba rockMan Bass ace  
heaDphone aMplifier 
tone controls: selectable treble boost and mid
boost

rock-ck interconnection caBle kit 
this kit lets you mix in your guitar signal with your 
favorite cDs, turning your rockman into a powerful 
learning tool. also enables routing of the mixed or 
unmixed rockman output to another mixer, amp, or 
recording device.

ht1 heil talkBox
this unique and famous effect was popularized 
by peter frampton, joe walsh, aerosmith, Bon 
jovi, and others. the sturdy metal casing houses 
a phenolic diaphragm speaker, powered by your 
amplifier’s external speaker jack. (place it in line 
with your external speaker, which can remain 
connected.) a 6-1/2 foot surgical tube carries the 
diaphragm speaker’s sound to your mouth. the 
tube end is placed near a vocal mic. By shaping 
sounds with your mouth, you immediately achieve  
the “talking” guitar sounds that you’ve heard on 
so many hits. 
power: powereD By your aMplifier’s external speaker jack

 

jD4s rotoviBe® expression peDal
the rotovibe is a chorus/vibrato effect that can 
simulate rotating speaker sounds popularized by 
hendrix and many others. this is a very expressive 
effect, thanks to its built-in real-time control. choose 
either chorus or vibrato, adjust the intensity of  the 
effect, and then control the effect’s speed by rocking 
the pedal back and forth. a mainstay on zakk wylde's 
pedalboard.
power: Dunlop ecB-003  ac aDapter or single 9-volt Battery 

jDf2 fuzz face® Distortion
the original fuzz face is constructed to the vintage 
specs, with the original germanium pnp transistor 
design. this is the classic fuzz box used by jimi 
hendrix, eric johnson, and more.
power: single 9-volt Battery 

jim dunlop ElECtroniCs



here at Dunlop, we proDuce a huge array of pickS to Suit the varieD preferenceS of toDay’S MuSicianS. our wiDe variety of 
gaugeS, ShapeS, SizeS, anD MaterialS allowS the player to Select the exact pick for hiS/her own particular Style of playing.

piCk of thE pros
when the guy on stage reaches for his pick, oDDs are he’s reaching  for a Dunlop

26 piCks
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l1
reD

l3
reD

M1
green

M3 
green

h1
purple

h3
purple

.50MM
reD

.60MM
orange

.73MM
yellow

.88MM 
green

1.0MM 
Blue

1.14MM 
purple

.50MM .60MM .73MM .88MM 1.0MM 1.14MM

.50MM .60MM .73MM .88MM 1.0MM 1.14MM

.50MM
reD

.60MM
orange

.73MM
yellow

.88MM 
green

1.0MM 
Blue

1.14MM 
purple

tortEX®

piCks

MaxiMuM MeMory
MiniMuM wear

features:

small tEar drop

4231 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 ea gauge)

423r* refill Bag / 36 picks
*specify gauge when orDering

jazz

4720 caBinet / 216 picks (36 of 
each gauge in 2 tip styles)

472r*1 refill Bag / 36 
picks / #1 rounD

472r*3 refill Bag / 36 
picks / #3 sharp

*specify gauge anD tip 
style when orDering

tEar drop

4130 caBinet / 432 picks 
(72 ea gauge)

4131 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 ea gauge)

413r* refill Bag / 72 picks
*specify gauge when orDering

fins

4141 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 of each gauge)

414r* refill Bag / 72 picks
*specify gauge when orDering

pitCh blaCk - jazz iii

4820 caBinet / 432 picks 
(72 of each gauge)

482r* refill Bag / 72 picks
482p* player’s pack / 12 picks

*specify gauge when orDering

trianglE

4310 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 ea gauge)

431r* refill Bag / 72 picks
431p* player’s pack / 12 picks

*specify gauge when orDering

pitCh blaCk

4880 caBinet / 432 picks 
(72 of each gauge)

488r* refill Bag / 72 picks
488p* player’s pack / 12 picks

*specify gauge when orDering

standard

4180 caBinet / 432 picks 
(72 ea gauge)

4181 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 ea gauge)

418r* refill Bag / 72 picks
418p* player’s pack / 12 picks

*specify gauge when orDering

sharp

4121 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 ea gauge)

412r* refill Bag / 72 picks
412p* player’s pack / 12 picks

*specify gauge when orDering

WEdgE

4240 caBinet / 432 picks 
(72 of each gauge)

424r* refill Bag / 72 picks
424p* player’s pack / 12 picks 

*specify gauge when orDering

.50MM
reD

.60MM
orange

.73MM
yellow

.88MM 
green

1.0MM 
Blue

1.14MM 
purple

.73MM
yellow

.88MM 
green

1.0MM 
Blue

1.14MM 
purple

1.35MM 
Black

1.50MM 
white

.50MM
reD

.60MM
orange

.73MM
yellow

.88MM 
green

1.0MM 
Blue

1.14MM 
purple

.50MM
reD

.60MM
orange

.73MM
yellow

.88MM 
green

1.0MM 
Blue

1.14MM 
purple

.50MM
reD

.60MM
orange

.73MM
yellow

.88MM 
green

1.0MM 
Blue

1.14MM 
purple
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nylon®

piCks

high quality Material
MolDeD tactile gripping surface

features:

nylon jazz i, ii & iii

4700 caBinet / 144 picks 
(24 ea gauge in nylon & 

Black stiffo nylon) 
47r* refill Bag / 24 picks 

47p3* player’s pack / 6 picks 
Material: (n) reD nylon or 

(s) Black stiffo nylon
*specify gauge when orDering

1.38MM
seMi

1.38MM
rounD

1.18MM
seMi

1.18MM 
rounD

1.10MM 
seMi

1.10MM 
rounD

nylon standard

4420 caBinet / 432 picks 
(72 ea gauge) 

4410 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 ea gauge) 

44r* refill Bag / 72 picks
44p* player’s pack / 12 picks 

*specify gauge when orDering

1.0MM
Black

.88MM
D.grey

.73MM
grey

.60MM
l.grey

.46MM
creaM

.38 MM
white

Glow Standard

4461 Cabinet / 216 piCks 
(36 ea gauge) 

446R* Refill bag / 72 piCks
*speCify gauge when oRdeRing.53MM .67MM .80MM .94MM 1.07MM 1.14MM

midi standard

4432 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 each gauge) 

443r* refill Bag / 72 picks
*specify gauge when orDering.53MM

reD
.67MM

orange
.80MM

yellow
.94MM 
green

1.07MM 
Blue

1.14MM 
purple

nylon big stubby

4450 caBinet / 144 picks 
(48 ea gauge)  

445r* refill Bag / 24 picks 
445p* player’s pack / 12 picks  

*specify gauge when orDering 
1.0MM 
l.grey

2.0MM 
D.grey

3.0MM 
Black

nylon fins

4440  caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 ea gauge) 

444r* refill Bag / 72 picks
*specify gauge when orDering.42MM

white
.53MM
creaM

.67MM
l.grey

.80MM
grey

.94MM
D.grey

1.07MM
Black

EriC johnson jazz iii

the Dunlop jazz iii has been an important element to create eric johnson’s 
fluid and seamless style. to create the eric johnson jazz iii, we laser-scanned 
a vintage jazz iii from eric’s collection and recreated it with the most advanced 
molding techniques available. the result? a jazz iii with an even more refined 
and smooth tip, more flexibility, and a matte finish with raised logos offering an 
incredible gripping surface.

47ej3s eric johnson classic jazz iii player’s pack / 6 picks

nylon jazz iii Xl 

More pick to hang on to! Made to spec incorporating the original jim Dunlop 
nylon jazz iii tip and texture combination (1.38 gauge, sharp tip) that has made 
the jazz iii a chosen favorite, we’ve extended the gripping surface for added 
maneuverability and grip. 

47rxl* refill Bag / 24 picks
47pxln* player’s pack / 6 picks

47pxl* player’s pack / 6 picks
*specify gauge when orDering

reD 
nylon

(n)

Black 
stiffo

(s)

nylon iS a regiStereD traDeMark of Dupont
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ultEX™

piCks

flexiBle & lightweight
virtually inDestructiBle
sharp attack
MolDeD quick release eDge

features:
stubby®

piCks

contoureD for sMooth release
extreMely positve attack
MaDe froM lexan®
powerful gripping surface 

features:

ultEX sharp
Based on a coveted, vintage tortoise-shell pick in our collection, the ultex Sharp has 
a rigid body that tapers into a thinner, sculpted tip for greater control and speed. the 
pick's seamless, contoured edge offers a variety of playing surfaces and tones. the 
ultex Sharp, virtually indestructible, delivers crisp tone and a quick-release attack. 
available in .73, .90, 1.0, 1.14, 1.40, and 2.0mm gauges.

4330 caBinet / 216 picks 
(36 ea gauge)

433r* refill Bag / 72 picks
433p* player’s pack / 12 picks

*specify gauge when orDering2.0MM1.40MM1.14MM1.0MM .90MM .73MM

ultEX standard

4210 caBinet / 144  picks
(36 ea gauge) 

421r* refill Bag / 72  picks 
421p* player’s pack / 6 picks 

*specify gauge when orDering
1.14MM1.0MM .73MM .60MM

big stubby

4750 Big stuBBy caBinet / 144 
picks (48 of each gauge)

475r* refill Bag / 24 picks
475p* player’s pack / 6 picks 

*specify gauge when orDering
1.0MM

reD
2.0MM 
light 

purple

3.0MM 
Dark

purple

ultEX trianglE

4260 caBinet / 180 picks 
(36 ea gauge) 

426r*refill Bag / 72  picks 
426p* player’s pack / 6 picks 

*specify gauge when orDering
1.14MM1.0MM.88MM .73MM .60MM

tri stubby

4730 tri stuBBy caBinet / 144 
picks (48 of each gauge)

473r* refill Bag / 24
473p* player’s pack / 6 picks 

*specify gauge when orDering
1.0MM

reD
2.0MM 
light 

purple

3.0MM 
Dark

purple

the ultex jazz iii combines the durability, sharp attack, and lightweight of ultex with 
the coveted pointed tip design and quick release edge of a jazz iii. ultex gives you 
the widest possible dynamic range of any pick on the market and is now available in 
the jazz iii shape to add speed, clarity, and definition to any style of playing.

ultEX jazz

427r refill Bag / 24  picks 
427p player’s pack / 6 picks      

stubby

4760 stuBBy coMBo 
caBinet / 216 picks (24 of 

each style anD gauge) 
4740 stuBBy caBinet / 144 
picks (48 of each gauge)

474r* refill Bag / 24 picks 
474p* player’s pack / 6 picks 

*specify gauge when orDering
3.0MM 
Dark

purple

2.0MM 
light 

purple

1.0MM 
reD

lexan iS a regiStereD traDeMark of general electric plaSticS



tECkpiCk® 

anoDizeD aluMinuM plectra
these aluminum picks sport a unique dual-texture finish for combined gripping 
and playing comfort. the aerospace anodized aluminum resists wear and provides 
sharp, brilliant tones. the smooth playing edges ensure maximum string life.
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Dunlop celluloid picks are made of the highest quality celluloid available and 
comes in shell, black pearloid, black, white pearloid, white, and confetti in four 
gauges. now you can have the warm tone and traditional feel of celluloid in an 
ever-popular Dunlop shape.
 

gEnuinE CElluloid

4830 - (# color) caBinet/ 432 picks
(72 thin, 144 MeD, 144 

hvy, 72 x-hvy)
483r* refill Bag / 72 picks

483p* player’s pack / 12 picks 
 *specify gauge anD 

color  when orDering

we’ve taken our famous poly picks and added a proprietary finishing process to 
give the surface a new, non-slip feel. engineered beveled edges give a positive 
attack and super-smooth string release. Dunlop polys are favored for superior 
tone, playability and long life.
 

polys

4790 poly caBinet / 432 picks 
(144 of MeDiuM & 72 

of other gauges)
479r* refill Bag / 144 picks

*specify gauge  
when orDering: 

thin (Blue), MeDiuM-light 
(reD), MeDiuM (yellow), heavy 

(white), x-heavy (Black)

gels picks are molded from our custom-formulated polycarbonate composition 
that provides superior durability in vivid translucent colors.
 

gEls

4860 Display jar / 1008 picks 
(7 gross, 288 ea MeD & hvy, 

144 ea of other gauges)
4861 caBinet / 432 

picks (72 ea gauge) 
486r* refill Bag / 72 picks

486p* player’s pack / 12 picks
*specify gauge 

when orDering 

.58MM
reD

.71MM
purple

.96MM
violet

1.14MM 
Blue

1.5MM 
green

2.0MM 
Black

high-quality plectra incorporating quick-release beveled edges and matte 
gripping surface. gator grip provides both playability and positive attack. 
 

gator grip piCks

4170 caBinet / 360 picks 
(72 ea of .58, .71, .96, 1.14; 

36 ea of 1.5, 2.0)
417r* refill Bag / 72 picks 

417p* player’s pack / 12 picks 
*specify gauge when orDering

.46MM
light
pink

.71MM
pink

.96MM
Dark
pink

1.14MM 
Mag

1.5MM 
lav

2.0MM 
purple

this ultra-hard plastic provides a slick, stiff playing surface, excellent memory, 
and instantaneous release.
Delrin iS a regiStereD traDeMark of e.i. Dupont De neMourS anD coMpany corporation. 

dElrin piCks 

4100 caBinet / 324 picks 
(72 each .46, .71, .96 ; 36 

each 1.14, 1.5, 2.0)
41r* refill Bag / 72 picks

41p* player’s pack / 12 picks 
gauges (MM): .46, .71, .96, 1.14, 

1.5, 2.0MM 
*specify gauge 

when orDering

textureD Brass reD Blue Black clear

stainlEss stEEl piCks

gauge (MM): .20, .38, .51
46rf* stainless steel stanDarD 

refill Bag / 36 picks
*specify gauge when orDering

4670 teckpick caBinet / 72 picks 
(12 each of all finishes)

467r* teckpick refill 
Bag / 12 picks 

*specify finish when orDering

extra heavy
Black

heavy 
white

MeDiuM 
yellow

MeD light
reD

light 
Blue

# 03
Black

# 01
white

# 09 reD pearloiD
# 10 Blue pearloiD

alSo availaBle in the following colorS:

# 06
confetti

# 02
Black

pearloiD

# 04
white

pearloiD

# 11 turquoise pearloiD
# 13 purple pearloiD

# 14 aBalone

# 05
shell

extra heavy
yellow

heavy 
reD

MeDiuM 
purple

MeD light
green

light 
Blue
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204304
504

M10

305
505

h10

306
506

M10r

307
507

h10r

308
508

M10j h10j

205 206 208207

.73MM
reD

.96MM
green

.60MM
orange

.46MM
yellow

spECialty piCks

heavy picks for selective picking! primetone picks are molded of bright and 
durable polycarbonate with a built-in concave and carved gripping surface. gypsy 
jazz, bluegrass, and shredders alike will benefit from its precision-contoured edge 
that ensures a smooth release for accurate and fast picking. available in 3mm and 
5mm in five definitive shapes. 
 

primEtonE™

4771 priMetone 
caBinet / 60 picks

477r* priMetone refill 
Bag / 6 picks

447p* player’s pack / 3 picks
*specify MoDel nuMBer 

when orDering

Delrin pick with twisted 10° tip angle for speed 
picking. available in reverse angle for lefties.

 

spEEdpiCks™

1010 speeDpick caBinet / 144 
picks 

(48 of M10, 71 stanDarD anD 24 of 
other gauges: 

h10, M10r, M10j, h10j)
10r* speeDpick refill 

Bag / 24 picks
*specify MoDel nuMBer 

when orDering

low-cost nylon plectra with a great gripping surface. with four gauges in eye-
catching, fluorescent  colors, the display bowl can be the center of attention on 
your counter.
 

riffs™ standard

4350 counter Display / 4 gross
4360 counter Display / 10 gross

Special, high grade hard felt pick. Manufactured from a high density wool & 
cotton material. Beveled playing tip. 3.2mm - color may vary. 

fElt piCks

8011 nick lucas, Bag / 12 picks 
8012 stanDarD, Bag / 12 picks

Match books containing 6 contoured nylon picks each. attractive pop. counter 
display contains 12 books per gauge (mm).
 

matCh piks®

4480 Display / 60 Books 
(12 of each gauge)

448r* refill / 12 Books

accuracy and tone are two key elements we took into consideration when 
designing our jD jazztones. Developed specifically for the jazz guitarist, jD 
jazztones feature a super gripping surface, are non-flexible, great for speed, and 
have a precision contoured edge to ensure a smooth release.
 

jd jazztonEs™

4770 jazztone caBinet / 180 picks
477r* jazztone refill 

Bag / 36 picks
477p* player’s pack / 6 picks

*specify MoDel nuMBer 
when orDering

MoDel  style  gauge

M10º  stanDarD  .71
h10º  stanDarD  .91
M10ºr  stanDarD reverse angle  .84
h10ºr  stanDarD reverse angle  .96
M10ºj  jazz  .71
h10ºj  jazz  .91
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fingerpicks
white  9011 Medium  18 each
 9021  large  18 each
clear “D”   9032  Medium  18 each
 9033  large  18 each
Shell  9010  Medium  18 each
 9020  large  18 each

finger & thuMBpick center 9000 (216 picks)
thuMBpicks
white  9002  Medium  18 each
 9003  large  18 each
clear “D”  9035  Medium  18 each
 9036  large  18 each
Shell  9022  Medium  18 each
 9023 large  18 each

Metal & plastic finger & thuMBpick center 3090 (216 picks)
thuMBpicks
nickel Silver  3040t  .025”  12 ea
white  9002  Medium  12 ea
 9003  large  12 ea
clear “D”   9035  Medium  12 ea
 9036  large  12 ea
Shell  9022  Medium  12 ea
 9023  large  12 ea

fingerpicks
nickel Silver  33r .015, .018,   12 ea
  .020, .0225, 
  .025 in
white  9011  Medium  12 ea
 9021  large  12 ea
clear “D”  9032  Medium  12 ea
 9033  large  12 ea
Shell  9010  Medium  12 ea
 9020  large  12 ea
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nickel silver fingerpicks
gauge (in.) : .013, .015, .018, .020, .0225, .025
3020 fingerpicks caBinet / 120 picks
3050 fingerpicks caBinet / 300 picks
33r* fingerpicks tuBe / 20 picks 
33p* player’s pack / 4 finger 1 thuMBpick
34r* fingerpicks Box / 50 picks 

3060 "Mini" fingerpicks caB. / 120 picks 
36r* "Mini" fingerpicks tuBe / 20 picks
*Specify gauge when orDering

nickel silver thuMBpicks
gauge: .025”
3040t thuMBpicks right Box / 50 picks 
3040tl thuMBpicks left Box / 50 picks 
3040tls thuMBpicks left Box / 20 picks 

Brass fingerpicks
gauge (in.): .013, .015, .018, .020, .0225, .025
3070 fingerpicks caBinet / 120 picks
37r* fingerpicks tuBe / 20 picks 
3071 "Mini" fingerpicks caB. / 120 picks 
371r* "Mini" fingerpicks tuBe / 20 picks 
*Specify gauge when orDering

fingErpiCks &
thumbpiCks

heavies thuMBpicks
jim Dunlop heavies provide smoother playability,  
a longer pick life and a snug fit. we’ve extended  
and reshaped the picking tip, and added to the  
pick’s overall mass.
9205 thuMBpicks ivroiD MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks
9206 thuMBpicks ivroiD large Bag / 12 picks
9215 thuMBpicks calico MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks
9216 thuMBpicks calico large Bag / 12 picks

clear “D” plastic  
fingerpicks anD thuMBpicks
9032r fingerpicks MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks
9033r fingerpicks large Bag / 12 picks
9035r thuMBpicks MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks
9036r thuMBpicks large Bag / 12 picks

white plastic fingerpicks 
anD thuMBpicks
9011r fingerpicks MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks
9021r fingerpicks large Bag / 12 picks 
9001r thuMBpicks sMall Bag / 12 picks
9002r thuMBpicks MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks
9002p thuMBpicks MeDiuM player’s pack / 4 picks
9003r thuMBpicks large Bag / 12 picks
9003p thuMBpicks large player’s pack / 4 picks
9012r thuMBpicks MeDiuM left Bag / 12 picks
9013r thuMBpicks large left Bag / 12 picks

shell plastic fingerpicks 
anD thuMBpicks
9010r fingerpicks MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks 
9020r fingerpicks large Bag / 12 picks
9022r thuMBpicks MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks
9022p thuMBpicks MeDiuM player’s pack / 4 picks
9023r thuMBpicks large Bag / 12 picks
9023p thuMBpicks large player’s pack / 4 picks

zookies thuMBpicks 
zookies feature three tip-angle options –10°, 20°, 
30° to suit any playing style. these angles allow the 
player a more natural hand position and better string 
contact. zookies’ contoured shape allows greater 
comfort, zero “wear-in time,” and a secure fit. tip 
angle: 10º, 20º, 30º
z9000 zookies caBinet  / 72 picks 
z9002M* zookies MeDiuM refill Bag / 12 picks
z9003l* zookies large refill Bag / 12 picks
*Specify tip angle when orDering

reD Delrin thuMBpicks
9051 thuMBpicks MeDiuM Bag / 12 picks
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frank kozik picks
Bl109 frank kozik pick caBinet / 432 picks
(24 each of  iMages in 3 gauges) 
Bl#r* refill Bag / 36 picks 
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0MM
Bl109p*  player’s pack assortMent 
/ 6 picks (one of each Design)
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0MM
*specify gauge anD Design # when orDering

creDiteD with Single hanDeDly reviving the “loSt” art 
of the concert poSter, frank kozik’S DeSignS have Been 
featureD on hunDreDS of full color liMiteD eDition 
poSterS anD are highly Sought after By collectorS 
worlD-wiDe. Dunlop iS prouD to feature hiS DeSignS 
on the lateSt entry in our artiSt SerieS of pickS in a 
variety of colorS anD gaugeS. printeD on tortex® 
weDge pickS.lucky 13

l13B lucky 13 pick caBinet / 432 picks
(24 each of  iMages in 3 gauges) 
l#r* refill Bag / 36 picks 
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0MM
l13Bp*  player’s pack assortMent 
/ 6 picks (one of each Design)
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0MM 
*specify gauge anD Design # when orDering

Blackline original
Bl100 Blackline original pick caBinet / 432 picks
(24 each of  iMages in 3 gauges) 
Bl#r* refill Bag / 36 picks 
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0MM
Bl100p*  player’s pack assortMent / 6 picks
(one of each Design)
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0, 1.14MM
*specify gauge anD Design # when orDering

Blackline tiki taBoo
Bl102 Blackline tiki taBoo 
pick caBinet / 432 picks
(24 each of  iMages in 3 gauges) 
Bl#r* refill Bag / 36 picks 
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0MM
Bl102p* player’s pack assortMent / 6 picks 
(one of each Design)
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0MM
*specify gauge anD Design # when orDering

alan forBeS’ career haS Been Spent aS one of rock’S 
MoSt in DeManD DeSignerS of concert poSterS anD 
alBuM coverS. the Blackline SerieS of pickS coMBineS a 
high Quality Dunlop pick with hiS cutting eDge DeSignS 
to Make a playaBle anD collectaBle piece of art.

Dunlop anD lucky 13 apparel have joineD forceS to 
Bring you thiS new line of pickS. theSe little collectorS 
iteMS Sport full-throttle, in-your-face iMageS like 
hot roDS, whiSkey BottleS, anD tattooS anD coMe in a 
variety of colorS anD gaugeS  .

collectiBle anD playaBle pieceS of art! we’ve taken your favorite BranDS’ anD 
pop artiStS’ DeSignS anD printeD theM on our favorite, genuine Dunlop pickS. 

luCky 13®

fashion piCks

frank kozik blaCklinE

harley-DaviDSon pickS are DeSigneD to SatiSfy the varieD 
preferenceS of toDay’S guitar playerS. the variety of 
gaugeS, MaterialS anD StyleS allowS MuSicianS to 
Select the exact pick for their playing Style.

harlEy-
daVidson®

# 23
Devil 

Bunny

# 24
el chingon

# 25
Bong BuDDy

# 26
anger 

ManageMent issues

# 27
classic

# 28 
king of 

rock

# 01
flaMe ape

# 02
skull

# 03
Dagger snake

# 04
chief

# 05
cat 13

# 06
rocket Man

# 07
wayaway

# 08
gongawar

# 09
lono

# 10
Miku

# 11
huka

# 12
weDgehu

ManufactureD By Dunlop Manufacturing inc. unDer 
licenSe froM harley-DaviDSon Motor coMpany. 

# 03
Black tortex®  

eagle

# 04
white pearloiD

Bar & shielD

# 05
Black pearloiD

Bar & shielD

# 06
orange pearloiD

Bar & shielD

harley-DaviDson® picks
hD-pD02 harley-DaviDson pick caBinet / 648 picks 
(all 5 picks in all gauges)
hD-p001 acetal pick caBinet / 216 picks 
(acetal picks in 6 gauges)
hD-p003 tortex® pick caBinet / 216 picks 
(Black tortex® eagle in 6 gauges)
hD-p004 pearloiD pick caBinet / 216 picks 
(108 each of white & Black in 3 gauges)
hD-p00#r* refill Bag / 36 picks
gauges (MM): .50, .60, .73, .88, 1.0, 1.14MM
pearloiD gauges: light, MeDiuM, heavy
hD-p0#p*  player’s pack assortMent / 6 picks  
(one of each Design)
gauges (MM): .60, .73, 1.0MM
pearloiD gauges: light, MeDiuM, heavy
*specify gauge anD Design # when orDering

# 07
genuine parts

# 08
hate girl

# 09
love girl

# 10
psychoBilly

# 11
skull Dice

# 12
rock n roll

# 01
white acetal
Bar & shielD

# 02
Black tortex®

Bar & shielD

lucky 13 iS a regiStereD traDeMark of Blue Sphere, inc.
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harlEy-
daVidson®

DirtBag picks
DrB#r* refill Bag / 36 picks 
DrB488p*  player’s pack assortMent 
/ 6 picks (one of each Design)
gauges (MM): .50, .60, .73, .88, 1.0, 1.14 MM
*specify gauge anD Design # when orDering

jiMi henDrix expanDeD the tonal poSSiBilitieS of the electric guitar like no other player Before hiM, 
creating a whole new worlD of Sonic color. relentleSS in hiS purSuit of the ultiMate tone, he waS 
conStantly rethinking anD exploring hiS gear, wreSting new anD exciting tiMBreS anD textureS 
froM it.  theSe are the SounDS that rockeD the ‘60S anD Still inSpire awe toDay.      

play your favorite Skate BranDS froM the Skate park on 
Stage. Dunlop pickS teaMeD up with three SkateBoarD 
inDuStry giantS—inDepenDent®, Santa cruz®, anD 
SkateBoarDing iS not a criMe®—to Bring you our Sk8er 
SerieS of BaDaSS pickS. we’ve taken theSe iconic logoS 
anD DroppeD theM onto your favorite Dunlop pickS.

the worlD’S top rock StarS, Such aS Slipknot, Metallica, 
laMB of goD, anD ShaDowS fall can Be Seen rocking 
Dunlop gear anD Sporting the lateSt DirtBag clothing 
coMpany threaDS on Stage. it waS only a Matter of tiMe 
until they teaMeD up to preSent the perfect Marriage 
of the two BranDS with DirtBag pickS. pickS coMe in 
aSSorteD 6-piece player’S packS, printeD on genuine 
tortex® in Six popular gaugeS: .50, .60, .73, .88, 1.0, anD 
1.14MM. 

jiMi henDrix™ collector series pick tins
widely hailed by music fans and critics alike, jimi hendrix is considered by 
many to be the most influential electric guitarists in rock music history.  to 
commemorate the ground breaking albums that were released during jimi’s 
lifetime Dunlop has created four collector Series pick tins, each featuring one 
dozen classic celluloid picks adorned with collective album art. 
jh-pt24 jiMi henDrix collector pick tins
24 tins per Display Box (6 ea of 4 Designs) 12 picks per tin
MeDiuM gauge: BolD as love, are you experienceD
heavy gauge: BanD of gypsys, electric laDylanD

jiMi henDrix™ silver portrait series pick tins
our next offering in the jimi hendrix collector pick Series display timeless 
hendrix images printed in rich silver ink against a black background in high 
resolution. these collectable picks feature an assortment of images ranging 
from jimi’s dynamic live performances to his more introspective moments. 
the jimi hendrix Silver portrait Series tins house one dozen heavy or medium 
gauge classic celluloid picks.
jhptr06M jiMi henDrix silver portrait pick tin refill 6/Box - MeDiuM
jhptr05h jiMi henDrix silver portrait pick tin refill 6/Box - heavy

sk8er series pick
sk8-p01p*  player’s pack assortMent 
/ 6 picks (one of each Design)
gauges : lt, MD, hv
*specify gauge anD Design # when orDering

jimi hEndriXsk8Er dirtbag®

# 01
sc Dot-white

# 01
reD logo

# 03
sc screaMing hanD

# 04
skulls

# 05
reD cross

# 05
raM

collector series silver portrait series

# 06
criMe

# 06
arMy logo

# 04
inDepenDent

# 03
DB Drip

# 02
sc Dot-Black

# 02
skull & Bolts

inDepenDent, Santa cruz anD SkateBoarDing iS not a 
criMe are regiStereD traDeMarkS of nhS, inc.

DirtBag iS a regiStereD traDeMark of DirtBag MuSic, inc.

jiMi henDrix iS a traDeMark of authentic henDrix, llc.
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Maracas
➛ imprint area: 1” x 1” 
➛  Maraca colors: purple, 

yellow, green, red, orange, 
Black, assorted translucent  
and white glow-in-the-dark

➛  print colors:  red, yellow, 
orange, green,  
Blue, Black, white

➛ Minimum order: 500 Maracas

stringwinDers
➛  imprint area: 3/8”x 5/8”
➛   Stringwinder colors: Black, 

red, yellow, orange, white 
glow-in-the-dark and 
translucent  purple, yellow, 
green, red, Blue, assorted.

➛   print colors: Black, 
white, gold, red, yellow, 
orange, green, Blue.

➛  Minimum order: 500 pieces

kazoos
➛  imprint area: 1”x 3/8” 
➛   kazoo colors: purple, yellow, 

green, red, orange
➛  print colors: Black, white
➛  Minimum order: 500 pieces

polish cloths
➛   12” x 15” double napped 100% 

cotton cloth
➛  Machine washable 
➛  imprint area: 3”l x 5”w
➛  cloth color: gold
➛  print colors: red, Black,  
 Blue, green
➛  Minimum order: 200 pieces

proMote your BanD or BuSineSS! iMprint your pickS with anything that will fit on a pick. your naMe, Store naMe, Signature, 
logo, or MeSSage. uSe your iMaginaton. MiniMuM orDer: 800 pickS per cuStoM logo or Signature iMprint. chooSe your favorite 
pick for iMprint, or Mix your Selection of pickS in 200 pick lotS. chooSe to print on one or Both SiDeS of your pick. pleaSe liMit 
your MeSSage to three lineS, 10 SpaceS per line, or if you prefer to uSe a cuStoM logo or Signature, pleaSe proviDe caMera-
reaDy high reSolution Black & white artwork. we prefer that you SenD or eMail (vector/jpeg forMat) your artwork to uS 
at: Dunlop Manufacturing, inc. , p.o. Box 846, Benicia, ca 94510 u.S.a. , eMail: cuStoMerService@jiMDunlop.coM. pleaSe allow 3–4 
weekS to proceSS orDer.

BriDge pin puller
➛  imprint area: 1/4”x 7/8”
➛  puller colors: Black, Dark
 Brown, tan, Blue, 
 glow, red
➛  print colors: Black, white
➛  Minimum order: 500 pieces

tortex® series
used by musicians worldwide, 
tortex® was designed to provide the 
great tone, feel, and minimum wear  
that made genuine tortoise shell 
famous.
styles availaBle: stanDarD, 
jazz, fins, elliptical triangle, 
tear Drop, sharp

gator grip series
high-quality plectra incorporating 
quick-release beveled edges and 
matte gripping surface. gator grip 
provides both playability and positive 
attack.

Delrin® 500® series 
ultra-hard plastic provides a slick, stiff 
playing surface, excellent memory, and 
instantaneous release.
gauges: thin (.46 MM), MeDiuM 
(.71 MM), heavy (.96MM)
colors:  assorteD, white, light 
pink, pink, Dark pink, Magenta, 
reD, Maroon, orange, yellow, 
green, Blue, lavenDer, purple, 
creaM, tan, Brown, Dark Brown, 
MeDiuM grey, anD Black

jiM Dunlop poly picks
polys provide an engineered beveled 
edge for a positive attack and a super-
smooth string  release. all five gauges 
are available in all five colors.
gauges: thin,  MeDiuM-light, 
MeDiuM, heavy, xheavy

genuine celluloiD 
classics 
genuine celloid picks in traditional 
colors and gauges.
gauges: t-thin, M-MeDiuM, 
h-heavy, x-h-extra heavy
styles availaBle: stanDarD, 
elliptical triangle
colors: shell, Black pearloiD, Black, 
white pearloiD, white, confetti, reD 
pearloiD, Blue pearloiD, turquoise 
pearloiD, purple pearloiD, aBalone
*specify gauge / color  
when orDering

huMiDifiers
➛  imprint area: 1-1/2” x 3/4”
➛  humidifier color: Black only
➛  print colors: gold, white
➛  Minimum order: 250 pieces

Custom imprints

.50
reD

.60
orange

.73
yellow

.88
green

1.0
Blue

1.14
purple

.58
reD

.71
purple

.96
violet

1.14
Blue

Blue reD yellow white Black # 03
Black

# 01
white

# 06
confetti

# 02
Black

pearloiD

# 04
white

pearloiD

# 05
shell

wht lt
pink

pink Dk
pink

Mag reD Mar

grn Blue lav pur crM tan

orn ylwBrn Dk
Brn

MeD
gry

Blk
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musiC holdErs

D36 sheet Music holDer
the D-36 Sheet Music holder was designed by Dunlop Manufacturing 
to provide a convenient and flexible way for guitarists and other 
musicians to read sheet music. the unique feature of the D-36 is 
its ability to attach to the front of your guitar for mobility or when 
space is limited.  the high power suction cup will hold firmly to any 
non-porous surface—stick it on your coffee table, computer desk, or 
anywhere where floor space is limited. the D-36 Sheet Music holder 
is a great educational aid for musicians of all ages and abilities.
D36 guitar sheet Music holDer

D65 iphone™ & ipod® touch  holDer
the D65 was designed by Dunlop Manufacturing to provide a flexible 
way for guitarists and other musicians to hold their iphone™ and 
ipod® touch. the unique feature of the D65 is its abilty to attach to 
the front of your guitar and display lyrics, chords, or music in the 
ideal position.
D65 iphone™ & ipod® touch holDer

ipoD anD iphone are regiStereD traDeMarkS of apple, inc.  
regiStereD in the u.S. anD other countrieS.

TO ORDER cusTOm picks cOnTacT us aT:

cusTOmERsERvicE@jimDunlOp.cOm. 



lotS of late nightS anD guitar playing went into the DevelopMent of Dunlop 
guitar StrapS. the D-38 SerieS featureS eaSy aDjuStMent cuStoM BuckleS, patent-
penDing coMfort eDge weBBing, extra-long Strap lengthS, 100% leather enDS, 
BolD original jacQuarD woven anD poly-woven DeSignS. you’ll not only look 
cool, But you’ll feel Secure in the knowleDge that Since 1965 More profeSSionalS 
have uSeD Dunlop acceSSorieS than any other BranD. here’S your Strap.   
now go play.

dunlop guitar straps

D38-31rD reD check

D38-31Bk B&w check

D38-32gn sergeant

D38-33gn gi caMMo

D38-34kh khaki groMMet

D38-34gy grey groMMet

38 dunlop straps
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D38-10gy D38-10ol

two flavors of vintage. these tweed beauties conjure images of great guitars, 
amps, and music. available in classic and rust.

the hottest strap in the land.

D38-11oy D38-11gy D38-11rD D38-11Bl

if you really want to get down and dirty, these extra-long straps are just the 
thing for you. Double D Straps feature an additional 8" of length to sling guitars 
and basses low and mean. how low can you go?

DD40-09Bk DD40-11oy

grab your axe and fight like a farmer.

time-honored patterns give the celtic its classic look. perfect for acoustic folk 
or rebellious rock.

D38-14gr D38-14go D38-14gy

these solid-color straps come in one color—black. they feature our patent-
pending comfort edge webbing and go with any guitar.

it doesn't get much more glam than this. get in touch with your inner rock star 
with the flashy Silver glam strap. Star child approved.

D38-19gn D38-19Bk

these kick-ass straps are battle tested and tough as nails. the grommet strap 
is an industrial-grade, hardcore rock and roll strap that will last for years to 
come. available in green and black.

D38-15cl D38-15rt

D38-09 soliD

D38-15 tweeD

D38-19 groMMet

D38-18 glaM

D38-11 flaMBé

D38-14 celtic

D38-10 caMMo

series DD40



lucky 13 classic straps
the claSSic tattoo-inSpireD iMageS are reproDuceD in Beautiful Detail onto poly-woven StrapS 
with our patenteD coMfort eDge weBBing.

Dunlop anD lucky 13 apparel have once again joineD forceS to Bring you a new collection of lucky 13 StrapS. 
thiS highly SucceSSful line of collectaBle rock anD roll toolS feature all new lucky 13 DeSignS. each Strap 
iS aDorneD with lucky 13 original SloganS anD artwork. tattoo your Soul.

luCky 13®

D38-26lg grease, gas & glory

D38-27lB Bikes Booze BroaDs

D38-28lB Born to lose

D38-29lt tattoo your soul

D38-30ls skull stars
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wear your favorite Skate BranDS froM the Skate park to the Stage. Dunlop StrapS teaMeD up with four 
SkateBoarD inDuStry giantS—inDepenDent®, Santa cruz®, nor-cal®, anD SkateBoarDing iS not a criMe®—
to Bring you our Sk8er SerieS of ruggeD anD BaDaSS StrapS. we’ve taken theSe iconic logoS anD DroppeD 
theM onto your favorite Dunlop StrapS, which feature genuine leather enDS anD our patenteD coMfort 
eDge.

sk8 straps

sk801 inDepenDent caMMo

sk802 inDepenDent reD cross

sk803 inDepenDent vertical

sk804 santa cruz Dot

sk805 santa cruz screaMing hanD

sk806 criMe

sk807 norcal original

41sk8
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leave loSt in the crowD to SoMeone elSe. harley-DaviDSon® guitar StrapS are MaDe of preMiuM full-grain leather anD are 
a triBute to the legenDary Milwaukee v-twin anD the generation that took itS DiStinctive ruMBle on the open roaD. the 
expanDeD harley-DaviDSon® guitar Strap line offerS a full range of StyleS, MaterialS anD pricing. the new genuine leather 
StrapS are Beautifully DetaileD with harley-DaviDSon® appointMentS anD fine eMBroiDery. the poly-urethane StrapS have the 
look anD feel that iS all harley-DaviDSon®. the calf Split SueDe leather, characterizeD By itS Supple hanD anD flexiBility, iS 
the leather for the ageS. it iS Soft anD Supple yet Strong anD DuraBle. SturDy SaDDle Stitching aDDS character anD Strength. 
anD for everyDay Service anD DuraBility along with unMiStakaBle Style we offer our poly-woven StrapS.

harlEy-daVidson®             

hD-s009 2.5” Black leather
embroidered Bar & Shield logo

hD-s003 Black leather glitter
2.5” with Swarovski crystals & Bar & Shield Badge

hD-s016 Black leather script
2.5” with orange embroidery

hD-s015 Black leather script
2.5” with gunmetal embroidery

hD-s013 Black leather groMMets
2.5” with Bar & Shield Badge

hD-s014 Black leather Bullet stuDs
2.5” with Bar & Shield Badge

hD-s402 2.5” Black poly groMMets
with Bar & Shield Badge

hD-s404 2.5” poly woven racing stripe
with orange racing Stripes

hD-s405 2.5” poly woven racing stripe
with Silver racing Stripes

hD-s008 2.5” Black leather
embroidered Bar & Shield logo natural Stitch

hD-s010 2.5” Black leather
embroidered flame with Bar & Shield logo 

hD-s011 2.5” Black leather
embroidered Bars with Bar & Shield logo 

hD-s004 2.5” Black leather nailheaD
with Bar & Shield logo

hD-s005 2.5” Black leather 
antique Silver eagle with lacing

hD-s006 2.5” Black sueDe
embroidered flame with Bar & Shield logo

hD-s007 2.5” Black sueDe
embroidered Bars with Bar & Shield logo

hD-s001 3” Black leather
embroidered Bar & Shield logo natural Stitch

hD-s002 3” Black sueDe
embroidered Bar & Shield logo

harley-DaviDSon iS a regiStereD traDeMark of harley-DaviDSon 
Motor coMpany, inc. ManufactureD By Dunlop Manufacturing 
inc. unDer licenSe froM harley-DaviDSon Motor coMpany. 
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the worlD’S top rock StarS, Such aS Slipknot, Metallica, laMB of goD, anD ShaDowS fall can Be 
Seen rocking Dunlop gear anD Sporting the lateSt DirtBag clothing coMpany threaDS on Stage. it 
waS only a Matter of tiMe until they teaMeD up to preSent the perfect Marriage of the two BranDS 
with DirtBag StrapS anD pickS. theSe authentic Dunlop StrapS are BranDeD with thiS SeaSon’S 
lateSt DirtBag logoS anD iMagery. 

dirtbag®

straplok® reaDy Buttons 
adapt extra instruments to the Straplok® strap 
retainer system.
sls1911n nickel 
sls1913Bk Black oxiDe
contains 24 Dual Design Buttons 

sls1901n nickel 
sls1903Bk Black oxiDe
contains 6 Buttons of each straplok style 

flush Mount
internal mounting feature 
for a sleeker profile
sls1401n nickel
sls1402Br Brass
sls1403Bk Black oxiDe
sls1404g golD flash

straplok® strap retainer sets
Set (2 units for instrument and strap) adapts to 
instrument by replacing existing strap pins/screws 
with special Straplok® System buttons/screws. 
two strap attachments are included. available in 
four finishes and four button styles.
coMplete set Blister packageD, 6 sets per Box

original
original slim 
button design
sls1101n nickel
sls1102Br Brass
sls1103Bk Black oxiDe
sls1104g golD flash

Dual Design
wider flange button 
provides extra security
sls1031n nickel
sls1032Br Brass
sls1033Bk Black oxiDe
sls1034g golD flash

traDitional
extra wide flange 
provides an edge
sls1501n nickel
sls1502Br Brass
sls1503Bk Black oxiDe
sls1504g golD flash

ergo lok strap
the ergo lok strap offers a low-cost protection 
alternative that doesn’t require any installation or 
modification to your guitar.
7007j ergo lok strap, jar / 50
7007si ergo lok strap systeM
the lok Strap SySteM incluDeS 2 lok StrapS.

lok strap
this low-cost protection alternative 
doesn’t require any installation or 
modification to your guitar.
7036 lok strap, jar / 36
7000 lok strap, set of 3

instruMent strap Buttons
use this button on any instrument requiring a 
strap.
7100si carD / 24 Buttons

the Dunlop Straplok® SySteM iS the Strap retainer DeSigneD with the artiSt in MinD. 360˚ groove anD Ball 
DeSign allowS the unit to rotate without catching. the caSe-harDeneD Steel Skin guaranteeS long life. 
the SaMe Strap can Be uSeD with Several guitarS, aS the Strap Button iS interchangeaBle. releaSe teSteD 
up to 800 lBS. of pull.

strap aCCEssoriEs

DrB001 two siDeD 

DrB002 punk - olive 

DrB003 punk - Black 

DrB004 two tone 

DirtBag iS a regiStereD traDeMark of DirtBag MuSic, inc.
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here at Dunlop, we offer SliDeS that are every 
Bit aS varieD aS inDiviDual playerS’ SliDe 
techniQueS. no Matter how you holD it, what 
kinD of String contact you prefer, anD how 
DetaileD or Quiet you want the SliDing action 
to SounD, you can BuilD your perfect SliDe 
collection here. 

dunlop 
slidEs
 

Brass chroMeD sliDe
combines the brighter tone of chrome with the 
weight and sustain of brass. 
heavy wall thickness
228 MeDiuM (19 x 27 x 51MM)             
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

 

chroMeD steel sliDes
these slides produce a brighter tone with a 
comfortable, lighter weight. ideal for aggressive 
electric playing.
MeDiuM wall thickness
220 MeDiuM (19 x 22 x 60MM)
221 MeDiuM knuckle (19 x 22 x 28MM)
318 chroMeD steel (22 x 25.4 x 51MM)
320 chroMeD steel (22 x 25.4 x 60MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12 

Brass sliDes
Brass slides have been preferred for decades for 
their warm, resonant tone and authoritative mass. 
great for coaxing thunderous volume from acoustic 
guitars.
MeDiuM wall thickness
222 MeDiuM (19 x 22 x 60MM)
223 MeDiuM knuckle (19 x 22 x 28MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

heavy wall thickness
224 MeDiuM  (22 x 29 x 60MM)       
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

MeDiuM wall thickness
204 MeDiuM knuckle (20 x 25 x 28MM)
210 MeDiuM (20 x 25 x 60MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

teMpereD glass sliDes
regular wall thickness
202 MeDiuM (18 x 22 x 69MM)
203 large (22 x 25 x 69MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12
 

heavy wall thickness   
211 sMall (17 x 25 x 69MM)
212 sMall short (17 x 25 x 51MM)
213 large (23 x 32 x 69MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

heavy wall thickness   
215 MeDiuM (20 x 29 x 69MM)
218 MeDiuM short (20 x 29 x 51MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

234 MeDiuM flare (20 x 25 x 69MM)
235 large flare (23 x 32 x 69MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

teMpereD flare
the flared sides of this slide offer 
better string contact and more control 
for radiused necks. perfect for open 
tunings where you want a lot of strings 
ringing at once.

concave Brass sliDes
Specially designed for 12’’ radius curved neck 
guitars. the Dunlop concave Brass Slide makes 
contact across all six strings—perfect for acoustic 
guitars in open tunings.
heavy wall thickness
227 concave Brass sliDe MeDiuM 
(19 x 25 x 65MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

glass slidEs

mEtalliC  slidEs

chooSe Dunlop teMpereD glaSS SliDeS for a Bright tone with a Beautifully DetaileD high enD. proceSSeD froM high Quality 
Boron Silicate, heat treateD anD annealeD to proDuce a flawleSS tuBe, thiS iS our MoSt popular SliDe availaBle.

chooSe Dunlop Metallic SliDeS for a clean, Bright, cutting tone with great SuStain.

318 320
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keB’ Mo’ signature sliDe
this rich-sounding porcelain slide was designed 
for modern-day Delta blues master keb’ Mo’. its 
comfortable weight, moisture-absorbing interior, 
and soulful tone make this slide a great choice for 
acoustic or electric playing.
265 keB’ Mo’ signature sliDe (20 x 31 x 70MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

joe perry “BoneyarD”  
signature sliDe 
Designed in conjunction with legendary aerosmith 
rocker joe perry, this porcelain slide sounds soulful 
and bluesy, whether on an acoustic on your front 
porch or on a screaming electric in a packed stadium.  
the joe perry Slide comes in four sizes and features 
a porous interior to absorb finger moisture.
255 joe perry signature MeD long (18 x 29 x 70MM)
256 joe perry signature MeDiuM short 
(16 x 27 x 51MM) 
257 joe perry signature large 
long (19 x 31 x 70MM)
258 joe perry signature large short 
(19 x 31 x 51MM) 
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

eric sarDinas’ preachin’ pipe
the preachin’ pipe is an authentic representation of 
maverick bluesman eric Sardinas’ own handmade 
slide. Sculpted by thousands of live shows, it has a 
fast, tapered shape from years of blazing  across 
the strings of a sweat-soaked Dobro. now you 
can experience the custom, fluid feel of the pipe 
without spending a lifetime on roadhouse stages. 
Dunlop has faithfully recreated Sardinas’ secret 
weapon with this finely machined piece of brass. 
from the perfectly thinned playing surface to the 
flared, weighted end, this slide is the real deal. the 
preachin’ pipe. it wasn’t just made for the blues—it 
was made by the blues.
284 preachin’ pipe MeDiuM 
(19.5-25.5 x 17.5-21.5 x 56MM)
285 preachin’ pipe large
 (19-23.5 x 22.9-26.5 x 56.5MM) 
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

JOHNNY WINTER TEXAS SLIDER
For over 35 years, Grammy-nominated and Rock 
and Roll Hall of Fame inductee, Johnny Winter has 
kept the tradition of scorching Texas blues slide 
guitar alive. His combination of technique, blues-
tradition, and from-the-gut slide guitar playing 
can be heard on seminal recordings such as Still 
Alive and Well and Johnny Winter And. In honor 
of his contribution to modern electric blues, Dunlop 
has created the Johnny Winter Signature Slide. 
Designed to compliment Johnny’s lighting fast 
pinky slide style, the Johnny Winter Signature Slide 
is made of light and thin-walled chromed steel for a 
bright and aggressive sound.
286 JOHNNY WINTER TEXAS SLIDER
(17 X 19 X 52mm)
RECLOSABLE CLAMSHELL / 12

signaturE slidEs
when coMes to these sliDe afficianaDos, there was only one BranD gooD enough to put next to their naMe 
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Blues Bottle® sliDes
the Blues Bottle slide will take you back to pre-Depression 
Mississippi, where Blues Masters used medicine-bottle slides 
to form the roots of modern day blues. Blues Bottle slides are 
individually hand blown of durable, seamless pyrex glass for a crisp, 
bright tone. the weighted, closed ends provide optimum balance. 

regular wall thickness 
271 Blues Bottle sMall 
272 Blues Bottle MeDiuM
273 Blues Bottle large
recloseaBle claMshell, 12 per Box

regular wall thickness 
277Blu Blues Bottle - Blue - MeDiuM
277reD Blues Bottle - reD - MeDiuM
277yel Blues Bottle - yellow - MeD
277sun Blues Bottle - sunBurst - MeD

heavy wall thickness 
274 Blues Bottle sMall  
275 Blues Bottle MeDiuM  
276 Blues Bottle large

regular wall thickness 
278Blu Blues Bottle - Blue - large
278reD Blues Bottle - reD - large
278yel Blues Bottle - yellow - lg
278sun Blues Bottle - sunBurst - lg
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stainless steel
Stainless steel has a bright, penetrating sound with 
great sustain and sparkling harmonics. it coaxes 
a beautiful top end from the guitar, making it an 
excellent choice for warm-sounding acoustics 
and vintage electrics. you can also use a stainless 
slide to turn your modern, high-output guitar into 
a real screamer. with two wall thicknesses and a 
polished finish, there is a stainless steel slide that 
is perfect for you.
225 stainless sMall (19 x 23 x 59.5MM)
226 stainless large (21 x 27 x 59.5MM)
recloseaBle claMshell, 12 per Box

shy sliDe 
play slide notes and fingered notes simultaneously! 
this little slide attaches with a velcro strap and 
makes the transition into slide playing effortless. 
throw a couple slide licks into a standard solo on 
the fly, for added color and depth.
229 shy sliDe 1” length/aDjustaBle velcro strap
Bag with heaDer carD, 12 per Bag

harris sliDe
Machined from solid brass for a powerful tone 
with great sustain, the harris slide features flared 
sides for better control, less damping and more 
comfort. available in three sizes.
230 harris sMall (17.5 x 24-25.5 x 63.5MM)
231 harris MeDiuM (19 x 24-25.5 x 63.5MM)
232 harris large (20.5 x 24-25.5 x 63.5MM)
recloSaBle claMShell / 12



ergo toneBar
this ergonomically designed guitar tonebar fits the 
three primary playing fingers, giving more comfort 
and better control.
925 ergo toneBar, chroMeD 
steel (5.35 oz. 5/8” x 2-7/8”) 

lap Dawg toneBar
this tone bar is designed for progressive players 
and features a larger radius for added sustain 
and vibrato, a re-designed body for a more 
comfortable grip, and new side angles. the 
lap Dawg delivers better speed and clarity for 
hammer-ons and pull-offs.
926 lap Dawg toneBar, chroMeD Brass 
(5.1 oz. 3/4” x 2.85”) 

toneBars
round nose tonebars for pedal steel, Dobro and 
hawaiian-type guitars. Made of high-quality 
stainless steel for long life. Select the size perfect 
for you.
918 professional (5.5 oz., 3/4” x 2-15/16”)
Designed specifically for jerry Byrd, premier 
hawaiian guitar player. 
919 professional (4.5 oz., 3/4” x 2-3/4”)
920 professional (7.5 oz., 7/8” x 3-1/4”) 
921 professional (11.5 oz., 1” x 3-3/4”)

long Dawg toneBar
Due to player request, the highly popular lap Dawg 
tonebar is now available in a new longer size for 
players with big hands. like the original, this  tone 
bar is designed for progressive players and features 
a larger radius for added sustain and vibrato and 
a body designed for a more comfortable grip. the 
long Dawg delivers better speed and clarity for 
hammer-ons and pull-offs. 
927 long Dawg toneBar, chroMeD Brass
(5.6 oz. 3/4” x 3.10”)  

MuDsliDe® porcelain sliDes
the added density of porcelain provides a tone that 
is warmer than glass and brighter than brass. the 
thicker walls provide sustain and a comfortable 
heft. the Mudslide’s silky interior absorbs finger 
moisture to reduce slipping. 
263 MuDsliDe MeDiuM
266 MuDsliDe large              
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

Moonshine® ceraMic sliDes
ceramic slides give a rich, full, resonating tone. 
individually hand formed to withstand years 
of regular use. porous interior absorbs finger 
moisture to reduce slipping.  
243 Moonshine MeDiuM
246 Moonshine large
recloSaBle claMShell / 12

glass Moonshine® sliDes
the Dunlop glass Moonshine Slide combines the 
soulful sound of our popular pyrex glass Slide with 
the non-slip interior grip of our ceramic Slides. 
available in the ever popular 213, 215 and now 
218 sizes, the glass Moonshine Slide provides the 
warm and detailed top end of glass but with greater 
control due to the treated interior. the next step in 
the evolution of glass Slides!
c213 Moonshine glass - large heavy wall
c215 Moonshine glass - MeDiuM heavy wall
c218 Moonshine glass - MeD short heavy wall
recloSaBle claMShell / 12
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victor capo
the victor is the new classic in capos. its functional 
design and mass allows your instrument to sound 
its best. cast in bronze for a lifetime of use, 
the fast action worm gear provides the perfect 
string tension, minimizing string buzz and tuning 
problems.
Dcv-50c curveD victor capo
Dc  v-50f flat victor capo

claMshell, 6 per Box

Dunlop c-claMp capo
rugged cast-steel construction for extra gripping 
power. heavy knurled adjustment screw for 
positive no-slip clamping.
80s c-claMp capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 

picker’s pal capo
this amazing capo fits curved and flat fingerboards 
and works on 6-string, 12-string, nylon-or steel-
string guitars thanks to its unique convertible 
pressure bar.  the picker’s pal centered caM 
pressure points ensure even clamping. it changes 
fret position easily and can be stored on the 
peghead when not in use. high-quality material 
and construction.
50cf  picker’s pal capo

skin packageD carDs, 6 per Box 

Banjo & ManDolin  
trigger® capos
85BB trigger Banjo Black
86MB trigger ManDolin Black

hanging Boxes 6 per Box

electric guitar  
trigger® capos
Designed for electric guitars and 
available in nickel and black finishes.  
Made of aircraft-quality aluminum.
87n trigger electric curveD nickel
87B trigger electric curveD Black 

recloseaBle claMshells, 6 per Box

prEmium Capos

triggEr®

acoustic guitar
trigger® capos
the trigger acoustic capo comes in flat 
and curved models and in five finishes 
(smoked-chrome, maple, nickel, black, 
and gold). all are made of aircraft-
quality aluminum.
83cn trigger acoustic curveD nickel
83cB trigger acoustic curveD Black
83cg trigger acoustic curveD golD
83cs trigger acoustic
          curveD sMokeD-chroMe
83cM trigger acoustic curveD Maple
84fn trigger acoustic flat nickel
84fB trigger acoustic flat Black
84fg trigger acoustic flat golD
84fs trigger acoustic  
          flat sMokeD-chroMe
84fM trigger acoustic flat Maple

recloseaBle claMshells, 6 per Box

classical guitar  
trigger® capos
Made to span the wider neck of a 
classical guitar, these trigger capos 
are available in nickel and black. Made 
of aircraft-quality aluminum.
88n trigger classical flat nickel
88B trigger classical flat Black

recloseaBle claMshells, 6 per Box    

johnny cash capo
the Man in Black. in a career that spanned almost 
five decades, johnny cash gave us more than 100 
records and dozens of hit singles. and he did it 
all with the simple, powerful honesty that would 
become his trademark. inspired by cash’s trusty 
victor capo, this capo in Black is rugged and 
durable, with a solid, cast-bronze construction 
for increased mass and sustain. its precise worm 
gear adjustment provides even pressure across 
your strings for excellent tuning stability and easy 
repositioning. the cash capo—tough. honest. 
classic.
jcs-50c curveD johnny cash capo
jcs-50f flat johnny cash capo

claMshell, 6 per Box

acoustic 
curveD

electric 
curveD

jiM Dunlop haS Been Making capoS Since Dunlop Manufacturing firSt openeD itS DoorS in 1965. in fact, it’S 
how we got StarteD. toDay we offer a wiDe range of capoS for every playing Style. whatever you play, you 
can finD a Dunlop capo to fit your fingerBoarD raDiuS anD apply the perfect Balance of preSSure—without 
gripping too tightly to change your intonation, or fitting too looSely to allow fret Buzz. with Dunlop, 
you’ll coMe through louD, clear anD in tune.

dunlop Capos

availaBle finishes

nickel

Black

golD

sMokeD-chroMe

Maple



ElastiC Capos

aDvanceD guitar capo
toggle adjustment to fit any guitar neck. nickel 
plated.
11c curveD capo
11f flat capo

Blister pack, 12 per Box

togglE
jiM Dunlop toggle action capoS are DeSigneD for Both 
curveD anD flat fingerBoarDS, proviDing extreMely 
poSitive claMping. theSe eaSy-to-uSe capoS will 
not Scratch the guitar anD feature a low profile 
guaranteeD not to hinDer your fingering.

theSe convenient, light capoS are SiMple to uSe anD aDjuSt. the Strong 
elaStic allowS repoSitioning without  unfaStening.

professional guitar capo
features exclusive "adjust-o-strap" for fine  
adjustments. nickel plated.
14c curveD capo
14f flat capo

Blister pack, 12 per Box

Deluxe professional guitar capo
Sleek contour design, exclusive "adjust-o-strap". 
nickel plated.
15c curveD capo
15f  flat capo

Blister pack, 12 per Box

D - Dunlop elastic regular capo
for standard guitar, flat fretboards only. 
70f Dunlop elastic regular capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 

e - Dunlop elastic heavy 
single capo
for steel 6-string guitars, curved or flat. 
71s Dunlop elastic heavy/single capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 

f - Dunlop elastic  
heavy DouBle capo
for steel-string guitars, curved or flat radius. 
72D  Dunlop elastic heavy/DouBle capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 

Bill russell elastic 
Banjo/ukulele capo
for Banjo/ukulele fingerboards.
7828 russell elastic Banjo/ukulele capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 

Bill russell elastic flat capo
for standard guitar fretboards. 
7190  russell elastic flat capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 

B - Bill russell elastic 
heavy capo
for 6 or 12 string guitars. 
7191 russell elastic heavy capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 

c - Bill russell elastic 
curveD capo
for steel-string guitars. 
7193  russell elastic curveD capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 

a - Bill russell elastic 
DouBle heavy capo
pro style, for 6 or 12 string guitars. 
7192 russell elastic DouBle heavy capo

skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box 
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fretBoarD 65  
ultiMate leMon oil
ultimate lemon oil will remove 
grime and return your fretboard 
to its original luster quickly and 
easily. and once the dirt is gone, 
fretboard 65 will keep it away 
by providing an invisible sealant 
against stains and moisture. 4 
oz. applicator top. (note: not 
for use on maple fretboards.)
6554 forMula no. 65 
ultiMate leMon oil

12 4-oz. Bottles per Display Box

01 fingerBoarD  
cleaner & prep
perfectly balanced for  
fingerboard woods and fret  
metals. removes buildup from  
crevices to restore tone, clarity  
and original intonation. Step one  
in fingerboard maintenance.  
4 oz. pump spray.
6524 01 fingerBoarD 
cleaner & prep

6 4-oz. Bottles per pack

02 fingerBoarD  
Deep conDitioner
prevents warping and cracking 
while replenishing the proper oil 
balance of the wood. conditions 
with a protective layer while  
bringing out the rich wood  
look. 2 oz. applicator top.
6532 02 fingerBoarD 
Deep conDitioner

6 2-oz. Bottles per pack

forMula no. 65  
guitar polish & 
cleaner
cleans totally and quickly. 
restores any finish to its original 
luster. leaves a micro-thin, 
stain-resistant protective layer 
and won’t build up. perfect for 
daily use. 4 oz. pump spray.
654 forMula no. 65 
polish & cleaner

12 4-oz. Bottles per Display Box

 6516 forMula no. 65 
polish & cleaner, 16 oz.

BoDygloss 65  
creaM of carnauBa
the highest-grade carnauba 
wax, in a proprietary formula. 
polishes and beautifies, while 
hiding and sealing small 
cracks. leaves a moisture 
and stain-resistant barrier. 
4 oz. snap cap dispenser.
6574 BoDygloss 65 
creaM of carnauBa wax

6 4-oz. Bottles per pack

ultragliDe 65  
string conDitioner
Shields strings against tarnish  
and corrosion, extending their  
playing life. Delivers a silky  
smooth conditioning to string  
surfaces, reducing finger  
squeaks. 2 oz. applicator top.
6582 ultragliDe 65 
string conDitioner

6 2-oz. Bottles per pack

the forMula no. 65 proDuct line haS BecoMe the StanDarD line of Daily-uSe cleaner anD Maintenance 
proDuctS for guitar techS, repair ShopS, anD guitariStS worlDwiDe. uSing only the fineSt 
ingreDientS, we’ve createD the worlD’S firSt pro-level guitar care SySteM to properly preServe 
the finiSh, StringS, fretS, anD fingerBoarD of your guitar or BaSS. each proDuct waS  exhauStively 
reSearcheD anD teSteD anD exhiBitS the SaMe DeDication to the long-terM health of the guitar 
player’S MoSt prizeD poSSeSSion.

50 formula 65
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B - 65 cyMBal cleaner
this formulation is optimized for 
daily use to keep cymbals clean, 
clear, and resonant. Specially 
balanced for cymbal metals. 
Simply spray on and wipe off 
for a quick, clean shine with no 
residue. 4 oz. pump spray.
6434 forMula no. 65 cyMBal 
polish & cleaner

6 4-oz. Bottles per pack

c - 65 cyMBal 
intensive cleaner
this formulation is optimized for 
daily use to keep cymbals clean, 
clear, and resonant. Specially 
balanced for cymbal metals. 
Simply spray on and wipe off 
for a quick, clean shine with no 
residue. 4 oz. pump spray.
6434 forMula no. 65 cyMBal 
polish & cleaner

6 4-oz. Bottles per pack

D - 65 DruM shell 
polish & cleaner
our drummer’s version of formula 
65 is perfect for common drum 
wood finishes and bright metal 
trim. restores the luster of the 
original finish, while leaving a 
micro-thin protective layer that 
won’t build up. 4 oz. pump spray.
6444 forMula no. 65 DruM 
shell polish & cleaner

6 4-oz. Bottles per pack

a - forMula no. 65  
orchestral cleaner
the ideal daily-use cleaner and 
polish for all modern violin, cello, 
and viola finishes. (not for use 
on french-polished or shellac 
finishes found on some antique 
instruments.) just spray on and 
wipe off to immediately remove 
grime and fingerprints, while 
leaving a micro-thin protective 
layer that won’t build up. 2 oz. 
pump spray.
6592 forMula no. 65 
orchestral cleaner

6 2-oz. Bottles per pack

j - cyMBal anD 
DruMcare kit
includes 65 Drum Shell polish 
and cleaner, 65 cymbal inten-
sive care, 65 cymbal cleaner, 
Drum cleaning Mitt, and care  
instructions. 
6400 cyMBal & DruM care kit

i - guitar polish kit
includes 654 formula no. 65  
polish and cleaner, 6574 Body-
gloss cream of carnauba,100% 
cotton polishing cloth, and care 
instructions.
6501 guitar polish kit

h - guitar 
fingerBoarD kit
includes 6524 fingerboard 
cleaner and prep, 6532 Deep 
conditioner oil, Micro fine fret 
polishing cloth, 100% cotton 
polishing cloth, and care 
instructions.
6502 guitar fingerBoarD kit

g - BoDy anD 
fingerBoarD 
cleaning kit
for the first time ever you can 
get Dunlop’s two most popular 
maintenance products in one box. 
fretboard 65 ultimate lemon oil 
and formula 65 polish are chosen 
by players and techs worldwide 
to keep their instruments in top 
shape, and it seemed only natural 
to package these two great 
products together. formula 65 
polish has become the industry 
standard daily-use cleaner 
because it creates a genuine, 
no-residue shine in a hurry, with 
the proper chemical balance to 
preserve any finish. fretboard 65 
ultimate lemon oil is the perfect 
complement as it cleans away 
fingerboard grime and returns 
your fretboard to its original 
luster. Both products leave an 
invisible sealant against stains 
and moisture. this kit comes 
complete with two polish cloths 
(one for each product).
6503 BoDy & fingerBoarD 
cleaning kit

f - systeM 65  
guitar tech kit
formula no. 65 has become the 
standard daily-use guitar care 
product line for pro guitar techs, 
repair shops, and guitarists 
worldwide. the 6504 kit contains 
all you need to properly maintain 
your guitar’s fingerboard, finish, 
and strings. formula 65 polish 
creates a genuine, no-residue 
shine in a hurry, with the proper 
chemical balance to preserve any 
finish. fretboard 65 ultimate lem-
on oil is the perfect complement 
as it cleans away fingerboard 
grime and returns your fretboard 
to its original luster ultraglide 65 
String conditioner shields strings 
from tarnish and corrosion, ex-
tending their playing life. this kit 
comes complete with two polish 
cloths and one genuine Dunlop  
Stringwinder.
6504 guitar tech kit

E - SYSTEM 65 GUITAR 
MAINTENANCE KIT
Everything you need to keep 
your guitar maintained. Contains: 
654 Formula No. 65 Polish and 
Cleaner, 6574 Bodygloss Cream 
of Carnauba, 6582 Ultraglide 65 
String Conditioner, 6524 Finger-
board Cleaner and Prep, 6532 
Deep Conditioner Oil, along with 
instructions and two 100% cotton 
cloths. Great gift idea!
6500 SYSTEM 65 GUITAR 
MAINTENANCE KIT

systEm 65 kits
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c - Micro fine 65 fret polishing cloth
Micro fine fret polishing cloth will polish your frets to remove all 
wear elements and tarnish, while gently restoring the luster to  
your frets.
5410 Micro fine fret polishing cloth (Bag of 2)

D - forMula no. 65 & polish cloth coMBo
this hanging card display showcases a single 4 oz. bottle of formula 
65, along with our 100% cotton, chemical-free cleaning & polishing 
cloth. pump up your single-unit sales with this valuable combo.
654c forMula no. 65 polish & cleaner with cloth 

e - DruM cleaning Mitt
Designed to make cleaning your drum kit faster and easier. this 
multi-purpose mitt has a terry cloth side for cleaning and polishing 
cymbals and a soft polish cloth side for shining your drum shells and 
hardware. reversible and washable.
5420 forMula no. 65 DruM cleaning Mitt

B - guitar finish cloth
using a formulation originally developed for jewelers, our super-
soft cloth is absorbent, non-abrasive and perfect for all popular 
guitar finishes. it’s constructed of densely woven japanese micro 
fibers, to lift and eliminate dust, grime and fingerprints. Since it’s 
machine-washable, you can refresh it anytime.
5430 guitar finish cloth 15.5"x12"

f - Dunlop polish cloth
100% soft lint-free cotton flannel. non-treated material. perfect for 
applying lemon oil, polish, and string cleaner.
5400 polish cloth Box / 12 
Resealable zip-lock, bag, 12 peR display box 
12"x14" cloth

a - Maintenance station neck craDle
Developed by renowned guitar builder and master inlay artist ron 
thorn, the Maintenance Station neck cradle is a revolutionary guitar 
setup and repair aid. the self-aligning cradle rotates on an axis to 
provide full support to the back or front of the neck for increased 
stability during repairs or maintenance work. in the up position (fig. 
1), the neck support’s angle can accommodate a wide range of body 
thicknesses while holding the guitar securely in place. flip the neck 
cradle into the Down position (fig. 2) to work on electronics or the 
back of the instrument—the neoprene pad keeps the guitar from 
moving and protects the frets from damage. guitarists, guitar techs, 
and guitar builders will find this to be a versatile and indispensible 
tool that will never leave their work bench. 
nc65 Maintenance station neck craDle

life on the roaD iSn’t eaSy. it DoeSn’t Matter if the roaD StretcheS acroSS the country or juSt to the next town. your joB iS to get on 
the roaD anD play your gutS out every night, whether it’S to 5,000 people or five incluDing the BartenDer. anD it’S More than juSt your 
joB. it’S your calling, your paSSion, anD your Belief SySteM. theSe Dunlop proDuctS will help you Survive out there—with toughneSS 
anD DuraBility. now, hit the roaD.

road tEstEd
keep your rig running sMooth with these tech station necessities

a

B

fig. 1 c

D

e

g

g - forMula no. 65 countertop 
Make profitable use of your valuable countertop real estate! 
everybody needs a little formula 65 in their guitar case. these are 
the perfect size and contain enough for months of touch-up cleaning. 
the fishbowl-shaped display jar holds 24 pump spray bottles.
651j forMula no. 65 polish & cleaner 
24 1-oz. bottles peR display jaR

h - forMula no. 65 4 0z. 
an attractive and efficient way to display our most popular sized, 
best-selling 4 oz. formula 65 pump spray bottles, in a self-descriptive 
pop box. a proven revenue generator for the countertop! 4 oz. 
pump spray.
654 forMula no. 65 polish & cleaner  
12 4-oz. bottles peR display box

f

h

fig.2
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D’agostino tool Bag
Developed in conjunction with 
fingermaster peppino D’agostino this 
tool bag is stuffed with:  3 flat picks, 
capo, 2 thumb picks, glass Slide, 
Shaker, pitch pipe, guitar polish, 
cloth, fingernail file, Stringwinder and 
peppino D’ agostino chord Book. 
DgB-205  D’agostino tool Bag

ga20 accessory pack 
for acoustic guitars
kit includes: tortex® .60 mm pick, nylon 
.60 mm pick, Shell classic medium 
pick, Dunlop pickholder, formula no. 
65 polish, 100% cotton polish cloth, 
Dunlop Stringwinder, Dunlop trigger® 
capo, ergo pin puller.
packageD in a poly Bag with heaDer carD

ga50 accessory 
pack for electric guitars
kit includes: tortex® .60 mm pick, nylon 
.60 mm pick, Shell classic medium 
pick, Dunlop pickholder, formula no. 
65 polish, 100% cotton polish cloth, lok 
Strap retainers (2), lok Strap cable, 
Dunlop Stringwinder, jim Dunlop 
elastic capo, chrome slide.
packageD in a poly Bag with heaDer carD

ga21 accessory pack 
for acoustic guitars
kit includes: tortex® .60 mm pick, nylon 
.60 mm pick, Shell classic medium 
pick, Dunlop pickholder, formula no. 
65 polish, 100% cotton polish cloth, 
Dunlop Stringwinder, Dunlop trigger® 
capo, ergo pin puller, Dunlop comfort-
edge guitar strap.
packageD in a poly Bag with heaDer carD

ga51 accessory 
pack for electric guitars
kit includes: tortex® .60 mm pick, nylon 
.60 mm pick, Shell classic medium 
pick, Dunlop pickholder, formula no. 
65 polish, 100% cotton polish cloth, lok 
Strap retainers (2), lok Strap cable, 
Dunlop Stringwinder, jim Dunlop 
elastic capo, chrome slide, Dunlop 
comfort-edge guitar strap.
packageD in a poly Bag with heaDer carD

harp hanDle
lightweight harmonica holder 
featuring a stainless-steel holding clip 
and comfortably contoured harness. 
the holding clip fits all 10- to 14-hole 
harmonicas. this design allows for 
height and angle adjustments.
hh-1 harp hanDle  
one per Bag with heaDer carD

Mic stanD pick holDer
a must for every performing musician. 
Made of high-quality rubber to ensure 
a firm hold. 
5010 Mic stanD pick holDer 7”, Box / 12
5012 Mic stanD pick 
holDer 12”, Box / 12

Mic stanD sliDe holDer
great for performing slide guitar 
players. this sturdy slide holder is 
made of the same high quality rubber 
as our Mic Stand pick holder, and 
incorporates an easy-to-use slide 
holder to keep your favorite slide close 
at hand.
5015  Mic stanD sliDe holDer, Box / 12

ergo stringwinDer
this cool stringwinder looks as great as it works.  
the ergonomic design minimizes wrist fatigue  
while providing a more natural grip and smoother  
rotational action.
116 ergo stringwinDer
inDiviDually packageD 
116j ergo stringwinDer  
counter Display / jar 24

ergo BasswinDer
this great-looking device features the same  
natural grip and smooth rotational action of the  
ergo Stringwinder, in a larger, bass-friendly size.
117 ergo BasswinDer
inDiviDually packageD 
117j ergo BasswinDer  
counter Display / jar 24 

Dunlop stringwinDer
replace your strings in seconds with this classic 
winder. the notched head removes bridge pins 
quickly and safely. offered in assorted colors.
100 Dunlop stringwinDer
skin packageD carDs, 12 per Box
105  stringwinDer Display jar / 50 pieces
105rBk refill Black Bag / 12 pieces
105ryl refill yellow Bag / 12 pieces
105rgl refill glow Bag / 12 pieces
101 gel winDer counter Display / 50 pieces 

aCCEssory paCks
perfect for the everyone froM the 
fleDgling shreDDer to the veteran BluesMan
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ergo pickholDer
keep your picks where you need them. this sleek, 
ergonomically designed pickholder is made out of 
high-impact plastic for years of gigging. featuring  
a special spring system and reusable non-marring 
adhesive to preserve your guitar’s finish. holds  
standard shaped picks only.
5006si ergo pickholDer individually packaged
5006j ergo pickholDer Display jar / 24

Dunlop pickholDer
Drop your pick onstage? no problem. this spring-
loaded, sleek black pickholder keeps picks close  
at hand.
5005 Dunlop pickholDer
skin packageD carD, 12 per Box
5001 pickholDers Display jar / 60 pieces
5000 pickholDers Display jar / 24 pieces

picker’s pouch keychain &  
pick carrier
conveniently holds picks on a keychain. always  
have your picks with you. Made from genuine 
leather. holds picks of a variety of sizes and 
shapes.
5200 Display jar / 16 keychains 
jiM Dunlop u.s.a. logo golD
5201 Display jar / 16 keychains 
Dunlop D logo silver

glow Maracas
gives the same classic sound as our gel Maracas, 
using the same custom formulated polycarbonate. 
phosphorescent shell makes it easy to find your 
shakers  on a dark stage.
9110 glow Maracas Display jar / 36 pieces

Black Maracas
the Satin Black Maracas have a sound all their own, 
brighter and more cutting than our classic sound.  
use it alone, or in combination with classic 
maracas for a fuller sound.
9103 Black Maracas Display jar / 36 pieces 

gel Maracas
gel Maracas are made from our unique custom-
formulated polycarbonate composition to provide 
consistent sound and playability. assorted 
translucent colors: purple, yellow, green, red, and 
blue. 
9102 gel Maracas Display jar / 36 pieces 

warning: Dunlop MaracaS contain Many SMall pieceS. 
if MaracaS are Broken open, theSe pieceS can preSent 
Swallowing or choking hazarDS for SMall chilDren.

BriDge pin puller  
Bottle opener
this brilliant patented bridge pin puller and bottle 
opener is ergonomically designed for easy grip, 
and eliminates any chance of damaging your 
bridge or pin. the direct pulling action is simple, 
efficient, and works on both 6-and 12-string 
guitars. the keychain hole will keep it handy and 
the heavy-duty steel and plastic construction will 
ensure a lifetime of use. pops the top off your 
favorite drinks.
7017D BriDge pin puller Bottle opener Display /  
20 pieces Black 
7017g BriDge pin puller Bottle 
opener Bag / 24 pieces 

scotty's kazoos
Scotty’s got a new look with more bright colors and 
an eye-catching display. Made of safe and sturdy 
polypropylene and available in red, orange, yellow, 
green and purple. fun for all ages.
7700 counter Display / 50 pieces

uniquE aCCEssoriEs
what Do you get the Musician that has everything...



no.  Material       -    a    +     -    B    +     -    c    +      -    D    +      -    e    + 
6000 18% n/S harD MM -0.200 3.250 0.200 -0.150 2.990 0.050 -0.100 0.910 0.050 -0.050 0.530 0.050 -0.075 1.470 0.075
  in. -0.008 0.128 0.008 -0.006 0.118 0.002 -0.004 0.036 0.002 -0.002 0.021 0.002 -0.003 0.058 0.003 
6100 18% n/S harD MM -0.200 3.180 0.100 -0.150 2.790 0.050 -0.100 0.810 0.050 -0.050 0.530 0.050 -0.075 1.400 0.075
  in. -0.008 0.125 0.004 -0.006 0.110 0.002 -0.004 0.032 0.002 -0.002 0.021 0.002 -0.003 0.055 0.003 
6105 18% n/S harD MM -0.200 2.990 0.200 -0.150 2.290 0.050 -0.100 0.790 0.050 -0.050 0.530 0.050 -0.075 1.400 0.075 
  in. -0.008 0.118 0.008 -0.006 0.090 0.002 -0.004 0.031 0.002  0.002 0.021 0.002 -0.003 0.055 0.003 
6110 18% n/S harD MM -0.200 2.640 0.100 -0.150 2.920 0.050 -0.100 0.910 0.050 -0.050 0.510 0.050 -0.075 1.270 0.075 
  in. -0.008 0.104 0.004 -0.006 0.115 0.002 -0.004 0.036 0.002 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.003 0.050 0.003 
6120 18% n/S harD MM -0.150 3.000 0.150 -0.050 2.900 0.050 -0.050 0.950 0.030 -0.050 0.600 0.050 -0.030 1.300 0.030 
  in. -0.006 0.118 0.006 -0.002 0.114 0.002 -0.002 0.037 0.001 -0.002 0.024 0.002 -0.001 0.051 0.001
6130 18% n/S harD MM -0.203 2.794 0.203 -0.051 2.692 0.051 -0.076 0.914 0.076 -0.051 0.508 0.051 -0.051 0.914 0.051 
  in. -0.008 0.110 0.008 -0.002 0.106 0.002 -0.003 0.036 0.003 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.002 0.036 0.002 
6140 18% n/S harD MM -0.150 2.800 0.150 -0.050 2.700 0.050 -0.050 0.950 0.050 -0.030 0.600 0.030 -0.050 1.000    0.050 
  in. -0.006 0.110 0.006 -0.002 0.106 0.002 -0.002 0.037 0.002 -0.001 0.024 0.001 -0.002 0.039 0.002 
6150 18% n/S harD MM -0.200 2.743 0.100 -0.150 2.591 0.050 -0.100 0.787 0.050 -0.050 0.510 0.050 -0.075 1.067 0.075 
  in. -0.008 0.108 0.004 -0.006 0.102 0.002 -0.004 0.031 0.002 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.003 0.042 0.003
6155 18% n/S Soft MM -0.203 2.870 0.203 -0.051 2.616 0.051 -0.076 0.787 0.076 -0.051 0.533 0.051 -0.051 1.168 0.051
  in. -0.008 0.113 0.008 -0.002 0.103 0.002 -0.003 0.031 0.003 -0.002 0.021 0.002 -0.002 0.046 0.002
6160 18% n/S Soft MM -0.150 2.800 0.150 -0.050 2.700 0.050 -0.050 0.950 0.050 -0.040 0.600 0.040 -0.050 1.000 0.050 
  in. -0.006 0.110 0.006 -0.002 0.106 0.002 -0.002 0.037 0.002 -0.002 0.024 0.002 -0.002 0.039 0.002
6170 12% n/S harD MM -0.250 3.280 0.250 -0.020 2.500 0.100 -0.250 1.220 0.260 -0.030 0.600 0.020 -0.050 1.100 0.050
  in. -0.010 0.129 0.010 -0.001 0.099 0.004 -0.010 0.048 0.010 -0.001 0.024 0.001 -0.002 0.043 0.002
6180 BraSS MM -0.250 2.570 0.250 -0.240 2.720 0.100 -0.250 0.890 0.250 -0.030 0.500 0.180 -0.050 1.100 0.050
  in. -0.010 0.101 0.010 -0.009 0.107 0.004 -0.010 0.035 0.010 -0.001 0.020 0.007 -0.002 0.043 0.002 
6190 18% n/S harD MM -0.210 2.390 0.200 -0.050 2.130 0.050 -0.080 0.740 0.070 -0.050 0.510 0.050 -0.050 0.990 0.050 
  in. -0.008 0.094 0.008 -0.002 0.084 0.002 -0.003 0.029 0.003  0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.002 0.039 0.002 
6200 12% n/S harD MM -0.260 2.540 0.280 -0.020 2.000 0.100 -0.250 1.140 0.260 -0.030 0.600 0.020 -0.100 1.100 0.050 
  in. -0.010 0.100 0.011 -0.001 0.079 0.004 -0.010 0.045 0.010 -0.001 0.024 0.001 -0.004 0.043 0.002 
6210 12% n/S Soft MM -0.250 2.540 0.250 -0.050 2.000 0.150 -0.270 0.860 0.250 -0.040 0.500 0.040 -0.050 1.100 0.050 
  in. -0.010 0.100 0.010 -0.002 0.079 0.006 -0.011 0.034 0.010 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.002 0.043 0.002 
6220 12% n/S harD MM -0.250 2.400 0.250 -0.020 2.000 0.080 -0.250 0.960 0.250 -0.040 0.500 0.040 -0.050 1.100 0.050
  in. -0.010 0.097 0.010 -0.001 0.079 0.003 -0.010 0.038 0.010 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.002 0.043 0.002 
6230 18% n/S harD MM -0.260 2.480 0.240 -0.010 1.990 0.100 -0.100 0.900  0.100 -0.060 0.520 0.020 -0.005 1.080 0.070 
  in. -0.010 0.098 0.009  0.001 0.078 0.004 -0.004 0.035 0.004 -0.002 0.020 0.001 -0.002 0.043 0.003
6240 18% n/S harD MM -0.203 2.388 0.203 -0.051 2.032 0.051 -0.076 0.787 0.076 -0.051 0.483 0.051 -0.051 0.940 0.051 
  in. -0.008 0.094 0.008 -0.002 0.080 0.002 -0.003 0.031 0.003 -0.002 0.019 0.002 -0.002 0.037 0.002
6250 18% n/S harD MM -0.203 2.413 0.203 -0.051 1.905 0.051 -0.076 0.914 0.076 -0.051 0.508 0.051 -0.051 0.762 0.051 
  in. -0.008 0.095 0.008 -0.002 0.075 0.002 -0.003 0.036 0.003 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.002 0.030 0.002 
6260 18% n/S harD MM -0.150 2.800 0.150 -0.100 2.000 0.100 -0.050 0.950 0.050 -0.050 0.600 0.050 -0.030 1.000 0.030 
  in. -0.006 0.110 0.006 -0.004 0.079 0.004 -0.002 0.037 0.002 -0.002 0.024 0.002 -0.001 0.039 0.001
6265 18% n/S Soft MM -0.150 2.800 0.150 -0.100 2.000 0.100 -0.050 0.950 0.050 -0.050 0.600 0.050 -0.030 1.000 0.030
  in. -0.006 0.110 0.006 -0.004 0.079 0.004 -0.002 0.037 0.002 -0.002 0.024 0.002 -0.001 0.039 0.001
6270 18% n/S harD MM -0.203 2.540 0.203 -0.051 1.905 0.051 -0.076 0.914 0.076 -0.051 0.508 0.051 -0.051 0.762 0.051 
  in. -0.008 0.100 0.008 -0.002 0.075 0.002 -0.003 0.036 0.003 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.002 0.030 0.002
6290 18% n/S harD MM -0.203 2.337 0.203 -0.051 1.981 0.051 -0.076 0.787 0.076 -0.051 0.508 0.051 -0.051 1.016 0.051
  in. -0.008 0.092 0.008 -0.002 0.078 0.002 -0.003 0.031 0.003 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.002 0.040 0.002 
6300 12% n/S harD MM -0.250 1.940 0.250 -0.020 1.600 0.120 -0.250 0.960 0.250 -0.030 0.600 0.020 -0.140 0.640 0.060 
  in. -0.010 0.076 0.010 -0.001 0.063 0.005 -0.010 0.038 0.010 -0.001 0.024 0.001 -0.006 0.025 0.002
6310 18% n/S harD MM -0.203 2.311 0.203 -0.051 1.346 0.051 -0.076 0.940 0.076 -0.051 0.559 0.051 -0.051 0.787 0.051 
  in. -0.008 0.091 0.008 -0.002 0.053 0.002 -0.003 0.037 0.003 -0.002 0.022 0.002 -0.002 0.031 0.002
6320 18% n/S harD MM -0.203 2.159 0.203 -0.051 1.194 0.051 -0.076 0.711 0.076 -0.051 0.533 0.051 -0.051 0.737 0.051
  in. -0.008 0.085 0.008 -0.002 0.047 0.002 -0.003 0.028 0.003 -0.002 0.021 0.002 -0.002 0.029 0.002
6330 18% n/S harD MM -0.203 2.388 0.203 -0.051 1.092 0.051 -0.076 0.787 0.076 -0.051 0.508 0.051 -0.051 0.787 0.051
  in. -0.008 0.094 0.008 -0.002 0.043 0.002 -0.003 0.031 0.003 -0.002 0.020 0.002 -0.002 0.031 0.002
6340 18% n/S harD MM -0.254 2.235 0.254 -0.533 1.829 0.381 -0.254 0.838 0.254 -0.127 0.508 0.102 -0.127 0.889 0.127
  in. -0.010 0.088 0.010 -0.021 0.072 0.015 -0.010 0.033 0.010 -0.005 0.020 0.004 -0.005 0.035 0.005fl
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stanDarD applications

6105 MaxiMuM height,  narrower 

6230 fenDer guitars

6170 oversizeD fret slots

6130 giBson guitars (“juMBo” wire) 

 

6280, 6290  Banjo        

6230 Martin guitars

6110  Bass

6000, 6100, 6110  MaxiMuM Mass               

accu-fret sets
contains 24 straightened and precut  
to 2-5/8" (66.67mm) frets. easy to bend  
for curved fingerboards.
6s/(fret no.)  accu fret® set  
packageD on a BliSter pack carD

accu-fret tuBes
for the repairman or facility preferring to work  
with lengths rather than precut material we offer  
20 two foot (.609 meter) lengths, straightened. 
6t2/(fret no.)  accu-fret® tuBe
packageD in a carDBoarD Storage tuBe

accu-fret pounDs
fretwire ia available coiled, in lengths, or by pound 
weight. (2 lbs. minimum)

accu-fret® fretwire iS norMally ManufactureD froM a 
nickel/Silver alloy, SoMetiMeS calleD “gerMan Silver”. the 
MoSt coMMon coMBination iS an 18% nickel content anD 
the three-Quarter harD or harDer conDition for DuraBility. 
Dunlop accu-fret fretwire iS alSo availaBle in BraSS anD 18% 
nickel content in Soft conDition, anD 12% nickel content in 
Both harD anD Soft conDitionS, offering a treMenDouS array 
of fretwire for luthierS worlDwiDe.

aCCu-frEt
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k - sliDe grease
a white odorless grease for lubing the tuning 
slides of all brass instruments.
he91 sliDe grease, .5 oz container, Box / 12

j - Mouthpieces
the original and still most popular line of top-quality 
student mouthpieces. chrome plated with burnished 
rim.
he270  troMBone Mouthpiece
he260  truMpet Mouthpiece

h - Brass instruMent 
cleaning Brushes
the standard musical instrument cleaning brushes 
used by all musicians.
he83 valve casing Brush
he83j counter Display / 24 Brushes
he84 Brass Mouthpiece Brush
he84j counter Display / 24 Brushes

D - he108 saxophone 
coMplete care kit
contains: he56 Saxophone Swab, he57 Saxophone 
neck cleaner, he96 polish cloth, he85 Mouthpiece 
Brush, he451 pure formula key oil, he72 cork 
grease, he825 Duster Brush, herco® i.D. tag, 
herco® complete care instructions
1 kit per plastic Bag with heaDer carD

e - he106 coMposition clarinet 
coMplete care kit
contains: he50 clarinet chamois, he85 Mouthpiece 
Brush, he72 tube cork grease, he73 thumb 
rest cushions (2), he96 polishing cloth, he451 
pure formula key oil, herco® i.D. tag, herco® 
complete care instructions.
1 kit per plastic Bag with heaDer carD

c - he105 wooD clarinet 
coMplete care kit 
contains: he50 clarinet chamois, he3001 cotton 
Brush Swab, he72 tube cork grease, he73 thumb 
rest cushions, he451 pure formula key oil, he450 
pure formula Bore oil, he85 Mouthpiece Brush, 
he96 polishing cloth, herco® i.D. tag, herco® 
complete care instructions.
1 kit per plastic Bag with heaDer carD

B - he107 flute 
coMplete care kit 
contains: he3015 flute Swab, he825 Duster Brush, 
he91 Slide grease, he96 polish cloth, he451 
pure formula key oil, herco® i.D. tag, herco® 
complete care instructions.
1 kit per plastic Bag with heaDer carD

f - he110 troMBone 
coMplete care kit
contains: he76 flex Brush, he186 Spitballs, he96 
polish cloth, he84 Mouthpiece Brush, he449 
pure formula Slide oil, herco® i.D. tag, herco® 
complete care instructions
1 kit per plastic Bag with heaDer carD

a - he81 truMpet/cornet 
coMplete care kit
contains: he75 flex Brush cleaner, he80 valve 
protector, he186 Spitballs, he83 valve casing 
Brush, he96 polish cloth, he84 Mouthpiece Brush, 
he91 Slide grease, he448 pure formula valve 
oil, herco® i.D. tag, herco® complete care 
instructions.
1 kit per plastic Bag with heaDer carD

g - flex-Brushes
coiled flexible spring wire with stiff, genuine nylon 
brushes on both ends.
he75  truMpet flex nylon Brush
he76  troMBone flex nylon Brush

i - Deluxe flex-Brushes
vinyl coated. the same as standard brushes, but 
with a black vinyl protective coating that helps to 
avoid scratching or marring plated instruments.
he77 truMpet flex vinyl Brush
he78 troMBone flex vinyl Brush

hErCo
the coMplete care systeM
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g - spitBalls® cleaning Discs
the amazing famous cleaning discs for brass 
instruments! Specially treated moist foam. Blown 
through the horn to give instantaneous cleaning. 
he185 18 sMall spitBalls (for truMpet, cornet, 
french horn, anD sMall Bore troMBones)
he186 15 large spitBalls (for large Bore 
tenor troMBones anD Baritone horns)

plastic valve protector
Soft, transparent, flexible plastic to assure proper 
fit around valves. fits all models.
he80  plastic valve protector

c - lacquer cleaning cloth
chemically-treated, double-nap flannel cloth 
used for cleaning lacquered brass instruments. 
Measures 10-1/2” x 15”.
he90 lacquer cleaning cloth

B - silver polishing cloth
chemically-treated, double nap flannel cloth  used 
for cleaning and polishing all silver and silver-
plated musical instruments. Measures 7” x 16”
he92  silver cleaning cloth

D - flute cleaning roD cloth
Made of soft absorbent cotton that is practically 
lint free and completely washable. Measures 21” 
x 21”.
he54  flute cleaning roD cloth

Miracle cloth
cleans, polishes and leaves an invisible protective 
coating on gold, silver, pewter, chrome, nickel, 
stainless steel, aluminum, brass and copper. 
removes scratches and stains. cleans and 
polishes all wood or metal instruments, even 
lacquer finishes if used gently.
he97 Miracle cloth

a - polishing cloth
an all-purpose impregnated cloth that cleans, 
polishes and waxes almost anything. ideal for 
cleaning and polishing all metal and wood musical 
instruments. use on band instrument parts 
inaccessible to a buffing wheel. cleans chrome, 
nickel, steel, copper, aluminum, plated  silver, 
brass, bronze and enamel. Made in the u.S.a.
he96 herco® polishing cloth

e - leather valve protector
genuine black leather with extra long hook and 
loop fasteners for solid tight fit. will fit all models.
he82 leather valve protector

f - pure forMula oils
he448 pure forMula valve oil
a fast, light oil specifically formulated for trumpet 
and cornet piston valves.
he449 pure forMula sliDe oil
a fast, light oil specifically formulated for trombone 
slides.
he450 pure forMula Bore oil
a moisture-controlling preservative oil formulated 
to help prevent cracking and warping of wood 
clarinets.
he451 pure forMula key oil
a specially formulated ultra-light oil for lubricating 
small moving parts on all musical instruments.
12 BottleS of oil per p.o.p. DiSplay Box
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h - cork grease tuBe
herco cork grease in a “lipstick“ style twist 
tube,which eliminates having to touch the actual 
cork grease. Scented.
he72 cork grease tuBe
24 tuBeS per Box

f - saxophone neck cleaners
a combination of two types of brushes on a 
flexible spring specifically designed for cleaning 
saxophone necks. one end is a cotton swab, the 
other a shaped nylon brush.
he57  sax swaB neck cleaner
he58  sax neck cleaner - vinyl coateD

j - hervex® Bow hair
a synthetic fiber that is superior to 
horsehair in every way. Stronger, 
more resilient, withstands greater 
stress without breaking. holds all 
rosin with a better bite. 31 inches 
in length-all useable. professional 
quality. Made in u.S.a.
he902 violin - coileD     
he906  Bass - coileD
he904 cello - coileD

clarinet  
hanDkerchief
the best system for cleaning a clarinet. large 
white handkerchief with a sewn-on ribbon and  
metal weight.
he53 clarinet hanDkerchief

c - reeD Mouthpiece Brush
Designed for cleaning clarinet and saxophone 
mouthpieces. tapered shape enables thorough 
cleaning.  
he85 Mouthpiece Brush
he85j counter Display  
jar / 24 Brushes

alto & Bass  
clarinet chaMois
large 5-1/2” square cloth with 40” nylon cord with 
metal weight.
he52 clarinet chaMois / stanDarD
he52j counter Display jar / 36 cloths

B - clarinet chaMois
Made of synthetic chamois cloth. will not harden 
or dry out. nylon cord, metal weight.
he50p clarinet chaMois / synthetic 
he50pj counter Display jar / 36 cloths

D - Duster Brush
Designed brush to remove residue and dirt from 
around key posts, springs and hard to get areas on 
musical instruments. ideal for cleaning under key 
rods on all key instruments.  
he825 Duster Brush

a - saxophone swaB 
traditional chamois style/brush sax swab. the 
synthetic cloth will not harden or dry out. Brush 
made of long lasting nylon, nylon cord and metal 
weight.
he56 sax swaB with Brush

e - Brush swaBs
Designed for woodwinds. Made of highly aborsbent 
cotton on a twisted wire brush with loop handle.
he3001 clarinet swaB - plain wire
he3002 clarinet swaB - coateD wire
he3015 flute swaB - plain wirez

g - cork grease
the traditional style non-toxic cork grease for use 
on all cork joints of woodwind instruments.
he70 cork grease 2.5oz.
24 containerS per Box

i - clarinet thuMBrest cushions
Designed to fit over the clarinet thumbrest to soften 
pressure on the thumb. lowest priced cushion on 
the market.
he73  clarinet thuMBrest cushions

k - tailpiece hanger
Black plastic construction. Soft as 
gut, yet weather and waterproof. 
two metal adjustable nuts.
he935 3/4, 4/4 
he936 1/2, 1/4

l - violin pegs
genuine ebony, professional 
quality violin pegs. Made in the 
u.S.a. for herco®.
he920  4/4, Bag / 4    
he922  1/2, Bag / 4
he921  3/4, Bag / 4
4 pegS per Bag with heaDer
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e - guarD plates
a heavy black celluloid plastic pick guard plate in 
the most popular traditional tear-drop shape. has 
self-adhering backing to affix easily to guitar top.
he232 guarD plate - Black 
1 per Bag with heaDer

l - plastic i.D. tags
hard plastic tags ideal for musical instrument 
carrying cases that are sold or rented. 
he62 plastic i.D. tags,  
Display jar / 48 tags

k - Mini screwDriver kit
this repairman’s kit contains six precision 
screwdrivers. Set includes 2 phillips and 4 metric 
screwdrivers ranging in size from 1.4 to 3.0 mm.
he826 Mini screwDriver repair kit

D - felt picks
hard felt picks for banjo, ukulele or guitar. 
he415 nick lucas shape, Box/50

i - guitar huMiDifier
large clay-filled plastic container (1 5/8” high x 2” 
diameter) helps prevent drying out and cracking 
of guitars, violins, cellos, and other wooden 
instruments. Store in case with instrument.
he360 guitar huMiDifier
12 huMiDifierS per p.o.p DiSplay

f - pick guarDs top guarDs
Self-adhering, pre-cut protective plate sets (left and 
right side). Made of soft plastic that can be trimmed 
for perfect fit. packaged in a printed envelope w/ 
application instructions.
he202/203  top pick guarD white/ transparent 
1 Set per Bag with heaDer

c - nylon flat picks
world-famous herco nylon flat picks feature 
uniform thickness and are extremely durable and 
long lasting. Made from high quality nylon. the 
unique pattern on the picks insures a slip-proof 
grip. used by professionals worldwide.
he210 flex 50 - MeDiuM, Box / 100
he210p flex 50 - MeDiuM, player’s pack / 12
he211 flex 75 - heavy, Box / 100
he211p flex 75 - heavy, player’s pack / 12

B - flat/thuMBpicks
this flat/thumbpick is a combination of the 
traditional flat pick with a thumbpick loop. Made of 
celluloid in assorted colors—red, blue, yellow and 
shell. available in 4 thicknesses—light, medium, 
heavy, and x-heavy.
he111 light gauge, Box / 24
he112  MeDiuM gauge, Box / 24
he112p  MeDiuM gauge, player’s pack / 3
he113 heavy gauge, Box / 24
he113p heavy gauge, player’s pack / 3
he114 extra heavy gauge, Box / 24

a - finger anD thuMBpicks
herco® thumb and fingerpicks are manufactured from 
high quality materials. these picks provide long life and 
excellent memory. 
he115 thuMBpicks - flex 52 MeDiuM, Box / 50

g - BriDge pins
plastic replacement bridge pins for steel string 
guitars. 
he216w  BriDge pins - white 
he216B  BriDge pins - Black 
 packageD: 100 BriDge pinS per Box

h - guitar peg winDer
a must for anyone who re-strings a guitar. cuts 
the time of string changing and tuning to seconds. 
a “+” shaped wider peg opening fits all sizes of 
pegs. larger, stronger and more durable than any 
other winder on the market.
he475 guitar pegwinDer
1 per Bag with heaDer

j - Mini repair kit
this 15 piece precision screwdriver and tool set 
includes 4 phillips and 5 metric screwdrivers from 
1.4 to 3.0 mm, a magnet in a screwdriver handle, 
small hammer, wire prong holder, tweezers, 
magnifying glass and a razor cutting tool with 12 
built-in refill blades.
he828 Mini repair kit
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Dunlop MoDular Display systeM
now dealers can pick and choose how to display 
a wide variety of Dunlop products on their slat wall 
with the Dunlop Modular Display System. along with 
the Dunlop header and live to play live® footer, 
select between the 4-hook Module (Dunlop capos 
and Slides), the 6-hook Module (Dunlop electric or 
acoustic Strings, Dunlop Straps and Straplok Strap 
retainer System) and the product tray (formula 
65 Maintenance products). Make the most of that 
precious wall space by customizing this display to 
fit your needs. 
DMD2008ae (eMpty)-MoDular Display 
heaDer/footer
DMD2008Be (eMpty)-MoDular Display 4 hook
DMD2008ce (eMpty)-MoDular Display 6 hook
DMD2008De (eMpty)-MoDular Display storage tray
 

at Dunlop, we are confiDent that we Make the fineSt anD higheSt Quality guitar acceSSorieS in the worlD. 
however, no one will ever Buy a proDuct that they can’t finD in a crowDeD Store. for that reaSon we have 
DeSigneD point of purchaSe DiSplayS that ShowcaSe Dunlop proDuct in the BeSt poSSiBle way anD give the 
MuSic Store owner an array of optionS that will MaxiMize SaleS of Dunlop proDuctS. 

maXimizE salEs
everything froM peDals to picks, strings to straps...  you get the iDea

Magnetic pick tin 
counter Display
Display up to 36 pieces of Dunlop pick tins in 
style with the Dunlop pick tin Magnetic counter 
Display. this sturdy pop fixture features a built 
in magnetic surface to neatly hold an assortment 
of tins and saves valuable counter space with its 
weighted “lazy Susan” style format. 
sM2008e (eMpty)
 



Dunlop sounDcheck peDal 
DeMo / Display
free up your sales staff, dress up your store, and 
become a destination spot for customers in search 
of the best pedals on the market. the top panel of 
the Dunlop Soundcheck pedalboard displays an 
assortment of Mxr, authentic analog hendrix, 
and Dunlop electronics, while the bottom panel is 
home for up to five crybaby pedals. the optional 
cSp-009 headphone amp will demonstrate the 
full range and dynamics of our effects without 
disturbing other customers. for smaller stores 
or bass specialty shops, the Dunlop Soundcheck 
pedalboard can be reconfigured into a single tier 
version.
pB-2007 sounDcheck peDal Display

cp-93 counter MerchanDiser
feature your best-selling picks and small 
items on your counter with the counter 
Merchandiser! the cp-93 is filled with the best-
selling Dunlop picks—1008 total. its angled 
design and easy-serve compartments offer fast 
selection, while its clear acrylic lid protects. 
Dimensions: 18” l x 18” w x 8” h
stanDarD 
nylon - 44r ; 36 ea: .38, .46, .60, .73, .88, 1.0MM 
tortex® - 418r ; 36 ea : .50, .60, .73, .88, 1.0, 1.14MM
Delrin® - 41r ; 36 ea : .46, .71, .96, 1.14, 1.5, 2.0MM

jazz
stuBBy® - 474r ; 36 ea : 1.0, 2.0, 3.0MM
Big stuBBy® - 475r ; 36 ea : 1.0, 2.0, 3.0MM 
nylon - 47r ; 36 ea : 3n, 3s 
tortex®  - 472r ; 36 ea : 3h 

thuMBpick
white - 9002r ; 12 ea MeDiuM
shell - 9022r ; 12 ea MeDiuM
shell - 9023r ; 12 ea large

cp93 Dunlop counter MerchanDiser  / 1008 picks
cM30 Dunlop counter MerchanDiser / eMpty

hangMan 2000
concentrate and condense your scattered pick-
selling efforts into one high-volume self-service 
center! the hangman 2000 wall rack displays 
player’s packs, to turn any prominent wall space 
into a focused and effective revenue generator. 
inventory control becomes as simple as a single 
glance. each of two dozen rack hooks can hold 
12 bags, for a total of 288 units per display. re-
ordering is a breeze as you easily track the 
hottest sellers.  try the hangman 2000, and 
find out what your wall space is really worth! 
Dimensions: 5” l x 19 1/2” w x 22” h
hM2000 hangMan 2000 wall rack Display
hM2000D hangMan 2000 wall rack Display eMpty

strap stanD
Designed to display up to 192 straps and accept 
slat wall accessory hangers, the Dunlop Strap 
Stand features dynamic graphics and comes 
equipped with casters for the ultimate strap p.o.p.
Dimensions: 30”wide x 67” high (63” w/ wheels 
removed) x 21” deep
stD16e strap Display

Mini pick Display
the tortex Mini Display is a great way to increase 
your sales of the top selling pick in the world. 
Display as a secondary pop to your hangman 2000 
or cp-93, utilizing its small footprint on a counter 
top or slatwall. the tortex Mini Display has eight 
pegs, holding six of the top selling standard shape 
picks and doubles of the top two for maximum  
sales impact. 
MD2000 tortex Mini pick Display
MD2000e tortex Mini pick Display eMpty

sliDe Display
this attractive, handmade wood display is 
excellent for allowing your customers to  
test slides for proper fit and desired tone. 
Best of all, it’s free with the purchase of our  
top-selling slides.  includes a plastic protection lid 
and the following slides (each slide is individually 
labeled)
glass: 202 (2), 203 (2), 210 (2), 212 (2), 213 (2), 215 (2), 
218 (1) 
chroMeD steel: 220 (2)
Blues Bottle: 1-272, 1-273
Brass chroMe: 1-228
Brass: 2-222
sr20 sliDe Display 61displays / p.o.p.
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sWag-tastiC
new Dunlop apparel sure to Make granDMa shake her heaD. 
froM the very Beginning, we have Been into live MuSic in all itS forMS – froM the 
eQuipMent we uSe to the ShirtS on our BackS. now we have a coMplete line of ShirtS 
anD capS for any MuSical enthuSiaSt Straight off our BackS anD on to yourS, Sweat 
anD all. 

jiM Dunlop choice
graphic tee
DSD07

Dunlop strings
graphic tee
DSD28

cryBaBy pinup
graphic tee 
DSD35

trujillo strings
graphic tee w/ oversized Back print
DSD27

Dunlop rock & roll girl 
graphic tee
DSD36

wylDe strings
graphic tee w/ oversized Back print
DSD26

way huge
graphic tee. 
DSD34Br Brown
DSD34Bk Black

tortex vintage
graphic tee
DSD31

cryBaBy vintage
graphic tee
DSD25

Mxr vintage
graphic tee
DSD32
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ClassiC sWag
the BranDs that Make you sounD gooD on stage can Make you look gooD up there too

apparel sizes 
Men’s .............................................................M, l, xl
woMen’s ......................................................s, M, l
flex fit  .........................................................s/M, l/xl

DsD05 - stencil D
logo tee

DsD05-Mts* Men’s tee shirt
DsD05-Mzh* Men’s zip hooDie
DsD05-wtk* woMen’s tank top
DsD05-wts* woMen’s tee shirt
DsD05-42 trucker’s hat
DsD05-40 flex-fit fitteD cap
*specify sizes when orDering

DsD20 - cryBaBy
graphic tee

DsD20-Mts* Men’s tee shirt
DsD20-Mzh* Men’s zip hooDie
DsD20-wtk* woMen’s tank top
DsD20-wts* woMen’s tee shirt
DsD20-42 trucker’s hat
DsD20-40 flex-fit fitteD cap
*specify sizes when orDering

DsD21 - Mxr
graphic tee

DsD21-Mts* Men’s tee shirt
DsD21-Mzh* Men’s zip hooDie
DsD21-wtk* woMen’s tank top
DsD21-wts* woMen’s tee shirt
DsD21-42 trucker’s hat
DsD21-40 flex-fit fitteD cap
*specify sizes when orDering

DsD30 - tortex 
graphic tee

DsD30-Mts* Men’s tee shirt
DsD30-Mzh* Men’s zip hooDie
DsD30-wtk* woMen’s tank top
DsD30-wts* woMen’s tee shirt
DsD30-42 trucker’s hat
DsD30-40 flex-fit fitteD cap
*specify sizes when orDering

DsD06 - flaMe D
graphic tee

DsD06-Mts* Men’s tee shirt
DsD06-Mzh* Men’s zip hooDie
DsD06-wtk* woMen’s tank top
DsD06-wts* woMen’s tee shirt
DsD06-42 trucker’s hat
DsD06-40 flex-fit fitteD cap
*specify sizes when orDering

DsD22 - wylDe overDrive
graphic tee

DsD22-Mts* Men’s tee shirt
DsD22-Mzh* Men’s zip hooDie
DsD22-wtk* woMen’s tank top
DsD22-wts* woMen’s tee shirt
DsD22-42 trucker’s hat
DsD22-40 flex-fit fitteD cap
*specify sizes when orDering



brand is king
Dunlop logos for your Marketing neeDs

If you fInd yourself needIng a partIcular dunlop logo, contact your dunlop sales 
representatIve to gaIn access to our dIstrIbutor sIte: trade.jImdunlop.com



spECial thanks to:

joey osisek, entertainMent relations professional
giBson Musical instruMents
giBSon.coM

g&l guitars
glguitarS.coM

keeney + law photography
keephotography.coM

Bryan kehoe
thekehoenation.coM

BoMBshell hair anD ink, Benicia, ca
BoMBShellhairanDink.coM

gage & jake, fairfielD skate park, fairfielD, ca
This caTalog is prinTed on 

environmenTally friendly 
& recycled papers
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